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Chapter I
Education in Virginia During the Colonial Period
Financing public education in the Old Dominion has always 
been and still continues to be of vital interest to her citizens* 
In this thesis I shall attempt to trace the development of 
public support of secondary education in Virginia from the found­
ing of the colony to the present time, To do this it will be 
necessary to discuss to some extent all features of her educa— 
tional system extending over this period and likewise to make 
occasional comparisons with contemporary educational systems 
existing in other states.
State support of secondary education through taxation has 
always been an American ideal. In order to understand how this 
policy developed in Virginia it is necessary to start with the 
free elementary school and trac'e its development from its begin­
ning inr>the Colonial period.
It has been said that "from the earliest settlement to the
American Revolution there -was no public provision for schools of
1
any kind in Virginia”. This statement is misleading. There was
Z
both state and local aid for education as early as 1646. However,
this aid was not from a state of local levy specifying that a
certain amount of money be set aside for educational purposes.
It was raised principally by donations, contributions, and funds
TZ Snavely, T.R. , State grants in Aid, p.42
2. Hening, W. W. , Statutes at Large, vol* 1, pp.356-537.
1
sent over from England for educational purposes.
During the entire Colonial period in Virginia there was a 
decided interest in culture. As in England, the children of 
the gentry were usually educated either in their homes by tutors, 
or in parish schools taught by the ministers. Such education, how­
ever, was neither public nor free, but was supported by the plant­
ers concerned. Nevertheless, so popular was this system that by 
• 1670, according to Sir William Berkeley, in each of the forty-
eight parishes there was at least one school in which the same
Z
subjects were taught as in Engladd, This state of affairs, how­
ever does not indicate that the Virginians as a whole favored
free public education. Indeed, a decided majority of them were
3
either lukewarm on the subject or openly opposed to It. Therefore, 
little was done for the cause of free education during the first 
part of the seventeenth century. The Assembly frequently passed 
favorable bills on the subject, but the Virginians of those days 
seemed to think that here their duty ended. No effort was made 
to make them effective until after the coming of the Scotch-Irish, 
who were intensely interested in public education. They sup­
ported these acts of the Colonial legislature with enthusiasm
T~, In 1617 James 1 ordered letters to be distributed asking for 
contributions to educate the children of the planters and 
the Indians. Bruce, P.A., Institutional History of Virginia 
Vol. 1, p.362. In 1619 when the poor orphans were sent to 
Virginia, England sent 500 pounds to pay for apprenticing them 
and for teaching them the "rudiments of learning”,in addition 
to the trade. Snavely,op.cit.;Morrison, A.J. , Four Revolutions 
and Virginia Education, p.124; Jones, Hugh, The Present State 
of Virginia, p.II; Heatwole, C.J., A Hist, of Ed.In Va., 
p.43;Stanard,Mary N., Va. Its Peoples and Its Customs, p.217.
2. Morrison, Pour Revolutions,-130
3, Bruce, op.cit. Vol. 1 pp. 346^348; Heatwole, op.cit.pp.IX-XI,
• 36; Bruce, op.cit., Vol. 1, p.343.
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and saw that many of them were enforced.
The earliest significant legislative enactment in behalf of 
public education in Virginia was passed in 1646. It provided for 
the establishment of an industrial school at Jamestown. Commis­
sioners from each county in the state were to select two poor
children to be sent to this school at "James Citty” at the expense
2
of the counties. It is not certain that this school was ever
actually operated, but it is certain that the plan of industrial
training which it advocated was adopted by a number of endowed
3
free schools that were established about this time, such as the
4
Syrnms and the Eaton free schools, Hugh Lee’s free school, etc.
Several counties, however, had made provisions for educating
the poor at an earlier period* In 1643 county courts had decreed
that orphans, when apprenticed, be taught to read, write and 
5
cipher." In some cases this command was not carried out -9 so in
1705 the courts ordered that "Masters be compelled" to educate 
6
the orphans.
This lack of state-wide interest in public education perhaps
had a lasting influence. For, beginning with 1634 and continuing
until the Revolution, many philanthropic Virginians willed their
fortunes to the free education of poor children in certain count- 
7
ies. The first schools to be established by such private endow­
ments were?
fetorrjSQI1> Four Revolutions, p.129 :
2. Hening, vol. l.pp. 336-337;Heatwole, op.cit.p*36.
3. Snavely, op.cit., p.43
4. Dabney, C.W., Universal Education in the South, vol. l.p*34
5. Heatwole, op.cit » p.42
6. Hening, Statutes, col. 11, p.298.
7* Stanard, op.cit. , p.268.
4X
the Symmes and Eaton Schools* These were pauper schools, since 
they were free only to those unable to pay tuition. The be­
quests of Benjamin Symmes and Thomas Eaton were followed by
2
others in nearly every section of the state; but in all cases
the schools established were free only to the poor children of
3
that particular section- For this reason the people of Vir­
ginia tools: very little interest in such endowments; and in 
some instances no attention whatever was paid to them until 
the assembly passed special acts for the enforcement of laws
requiring that money willed for certain purposes be used ex-
4
clusively for those purposes. Endowed free schools then came
to be established so rapidly that by 1660 there was a number
of these in practically every county in eastern Virginia*
Free schools of the Symmes type were usually designated
as charity schools , pauper schools, or endowed free schools to
distinguish them from schools where a free or liberal*educat-
ion might be had, William and Mary College was the first of the
6
latter type to be established in Virginia, During the latter
IT InTsSI'"den'jam!iT'Syimes'’willed""prSpertyHfco be "used for ' 
educating the poor children of Elizabeth City Co, The 
Assembly made possible the schools establishment by an
act passed in 1643, In 1659 Thos, Eaton left his property
for the same purpose* Bruce, vol. 1 ,p*252; William and 
Mary College Quarterly, vol VI, p*73; Stewart, m  177“
A m a t  or y of Hbrfoik Co, ,pp. 147,177 ; Va* Schools, Their 
ProgreiiTanBT'Their 'Heels, p, 5; Heatwole, op.eit*,p*45,
S. stanard, op-clt.,p*269; Bruce, Vol. l.p.357; William and 
Mary College Quarterly, vol s. 0, p.113; Beverly, Robert, 
Hist, of Va.,p.224,
3. Maddox, W*A.,The Free School Idea in Va* Before the Civil 
War, p»4*
4, Hening, vol. 1, p.252.
5* Heatwole, op.cit.,p.37
6- Maddox, op.cit.,p. 2.
5part of the seventeenth and the beginning- of the eighteenth 
century, benevolent persons endowing schools began to omit the 
word "poor” from their wills. They stated that their property 
was to be used to establish free schools for the children of* 
a certain locality, thereby hoping to arouse interest in free 
education for all classes. But the term "charity school”, 
conveying at the time the idea that free education was only for 
the poor children, placed upon education at public expense a 
stigma that has not yet entirely disappeared. Therefore the 
large plantation owners would not patronize a free school, but 
contunued to educate their children in private institutions.
On the other hand the poor people resented being classed as 
paupers and also refused to avail themselves of free schools 
to any considerable extent.
The class idea was very strong in Colonial Virginia.
The aristocracy frequently objected to social intercourse be­
tween their children ahd the children of the lower classes, 
whether in school or elsewhere.' Hot until after the Revolu­
tion did the middle class in Virginia develop sufficient 
power to bridge the gap between Cavalier Artistocracy and 
middle class democracy. Then recruits from this rising middle 
class made possible free education at publid expense. Many
attempts were made to establish a school svstem that would meet
1
the needs of both classes, but this did not come to pass for 
some time.
TT Suavely, op.cit., p.44
6Chapter II
First attempts at Public Education, 1779 -I860
Up to 1779 Virginia made no effort to provide a system­
atic plan of public instruction. The education of the people, 
like the salvation of their souls, rested largely with the 
church and private philanthropy. However, there was a small 
group who kept aglow the spark of interest until necessity 
for a system of free schools fanned this into a glowing flame.
After the westward movement across the Blue Ridge began, 
a substantial middle class slowly but surely made its appear­
ance. Many people of moderate means had gone west to build up 
estates of their own. Also many indentured servants, on be­
coming free, went west and joined the ranks of the middle class. 
For this class public free schools were necessary* Their 
children could not be educated at home. Not only were the
parents too busy to attend to this matter, but also many were
1
deplorably illiterate. Of course, there were no parish
schools in the west to fall back on; and, at the beginning of
the Revolution, many highly educated ministers of the estab-
Z
lished church In Virginia had returned to England. Conse­
quently, education, even in the east suffered; for more than 
thirty parish schools had been closed aftertthis ministerial 
defection.
Mr. Jefferson was one of the first aristocrats to espouse
TZ Eckenrode, H. J., Separation of Church and State in'Vir— 
ginia, p.64
S. Knight, op.cit., p.40
7the cause of public education for the masses, realized
that in the formation of a democratic government, the greatest
1
handicap to success was the ignorance of the people. He
thought this could be remedied only by the democratization of
education through a system of free public instruction for all,
2
irrespective of class. Mr. Jefferson’s plan for ”illuminating 
the minds of the people* was presented to the Assembly in 1779. 
It provided for the establishment of three grades of schools, 
the primary, the. general, which were about the same as the 
high schools of todays and the professional school. Educate 
ion was not to be free except in the primary schools. For 
this purpose the state was to be divided into districts or 
wards as local units. Haeh district or hundred was to be tax­
ed to build and support a school in which every child in that 
district was to be offered three years of primary training 
free. At the end of this period tuition was to be charged ex­
cept in certain cases. Ihe primary training being completed, 
"the best genius in each school” was to be selected and sent to 
one of the twenty grammar schools. Thus twenty of the best 
geniuses were to be chosen annually and given opportunity to 
complete the grammar school. At the end of three years, one
half of the ffbest scholars” were to be sent to William and
3
Mary Gollege for three years, likewise at public expense. Mr. 
Jefferson also stated that these schools were to be supervised
Tl Bruce, F.A., History of the University of Virginia, vol. 1,p
2. Morrison, A.J., fee Beginning of Public Education in fa.
p. 7, 8; Bruce, P.A., History of the University of ^a.,vol.l 
p,47.
3. Ford, P. L. , Jefferson*s Works, vol, III, p.251; Morrison, 
op.cit. pp.7,8
.67
*1
8by overseers and visitors appointed by three aldermen, from
1
each county elected by the people. This bill was enthu­
siastically received by the members of the Assembly who were 
in favor of public education. The fact that the Revolution 
was still in progress probably caused a number of the members 
to oppose the bill who at a more propitious time would have 
voted favorably. At any rate the fact remains that the bill 
was defeated,
Mr. Jefferson was not discouraged by this failure. He
continued his fight for a system of public education and was
finally rewarded for his perseverance in 1796 when the Assembly
enacted a bill providing for free primary education in the
counties. This bill was in many respects a disappointment.
It made no provision for either secondary or higher education
and was permissive rather than coercive. However, it provided
for the election of three aldermen in each county whose duty
it was to assemble the citizens of that county and ascertain
their attitude toward taxation for the support of primary 
2 3
education* Only one county availed itself of this law.
After 1800 a more active interest in popular education was 
taken by the Assembly. Mr. Jefferson’s influrnce was un­
doubtedly responsible for this attitude. Governors in their
TT Honeywell, R. J. , TheHSdu cat Iona 1 Work of Thomas Jefferson, 
appendix E, p.224; Snavely, op.cit, p.44; Bruce, op.cit, 
vol. 1, pp.67,68,69.
2. Morrison, Beginnings, p. 8; Stewart, op.cit., p.177.
3. In 1798 Norfolk County elected aldermen, appointed com--" 
missioners and schools were opened in several districts the 
following year. As planned by Mr, Jefferson, three years of 
primary education was offered all children of the county 
gratis. After that a small tuition was to be charged.- 
Stewart, op.cit, p.I78:Morrison, Beginnings, p. 9
9annual messages to the Assembly emphasized the ill effects of
1
no educational systems controlled by the state* Newspapers
Z
and periodicals Kept the subject before the people. Though 
there was "much fervid oratory", there was as yet little 
action. Nevertheless, some free schools were established, and 
there was a noticeable increase in the number of private 
schools* But this intermittent interest, followed by the en­
actment of a few bills with even fewer results, was not Mr* 
Jeffersonrs idea of a state system of education. In 1809, 
after he left the White House, he began anew his fight fee? 
equal educational opportunities for all. He so influenced Mr, 
John Tyler that in his annual message to the Assembly in 
December 1809 the Governor emphasized the ill effects of no
system of public education on a democratic government and
3
urged that something be done about it. Consequently, the 
matter was referred to a committee. The result was that the 
following February the Assembly passed the Barbour Bill, a 
bill for the establishment of a permanent literary fund for
educational purposes. The money for this fund was to come
4
from fines, escheats, penalties, etc., but ndt from taxation.
TI See Governor Monroe’s address to the Assembly, l86l & 1802-. 
Also, Governor Cabbell’s messages for 1816 & 1808 in Acts * 
of the Assembly; Bruce, Hist. U. Fa.,vol. 1 > P * 85 .
B, Maddox, op.cit7,P.128.
3. Bruce, Hist. U, Va.t vol. l,p.85.
4. Morrison,, Begilrlnings, p«59;BruceHist. XT.Ta. ,vol. I.p.75. 
Maddox, op.cit.,p.42;Act of the Assembly, l&4o,p.l71; 
Snavely, op.cit,p.45.
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Xn 1811 the Assembly announced that the money had been
collected, that it was ready for distribution, and that the
purpose of this fund was to "provide for the education of
1
the poor and indigent of every county in the state. "This 
Literary Fund was increased each year by the interest on the
2
principal, since its usage was neglected by many of the counties. 
However, education progressed very little, in"spite of the 
fact that the state had now taken a hand after the counties 
had failed to react in this regard.
As soon as the Literary Fund was ready for distribution 
Mr. Jefferson prepared a plan for a complete system of edu­
cation, comprising primary schools, grammar schools, colleges, 
and a university. Thia University was his chief and immediate 
interest. This was to be located in a central and healthy part 
of the state. It was certain that the plan for a system of 
this kind could not be financed by the funds on hand with­
out resorting to taxation. And that would not be tolerated.
But due to the increase in the principal of the Literary 
Fund after the War of 1812, the Assembly became convinced 
that a system of state education could be financed without 
resorting to taxation. The president and directors of the
Literary Fund were asked "to report on a plan for a system of
4
free education for all7 Special emphasis was to be
lZ Virginia ^ode, 1819, p.84.
2. After the Waf of 1812 the Literary Fund was increased by 
about $1,000*000.00 when the United States government
paid its debt to Tirginia.-Bruce, Hist. U.Va., vol. l,p.8&*
3. Bruce, Hist, of U.Va, vol. 1, p.77; Morrison,Beginnings p.9
4. Morrison, Beginnings, p. 9
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placed on primary schools. While this committee was at work
many elaborate plans were presented to the Assembly by Charles
1
Fenton Mercer and others. In 1817, Thomas Jefferson, fearing
for the success of his beloved University, recommended that
the income from the Literary Fund be used for the University
and that primary and secondary education be left to the com- 
£
muni ties. For this suggestion he was declared as an op-*
3
ponent to state support of secondary schools. His proposition, 
however, met with no encouragement since the Assembly was 
determined that the establishment of primary schools should, 
take precedence over all others. After due examination by 
the Assembly the income from Literary Fund was found to be in­
adequate for the support of all classes of schools. Consequent­
ly, the bill of 1818 provided for only two classes, primary
4
schools and the university, leaving secondary schools to the 
communities. After the passage of this bill county courts 
were instructed to appoint commissioners to determine the 
number of poor children in each county in order that the #45,000 
income from the Literary Fund might be fairly dis—
TZ Morrison, Beginnings, p.10.
2. Bruce, op.cit., vol. 1, p.75
3. It has been stated that Mr. Jefferson opposed the estab­
lishment of "middle schools". "A University was what he 
was driving for no matter what was excluded. Anything in 
the way was considered as non-essential or put down as an 
interference."' Morrison, Beginnings, p. 9. But, "Mr. 
JeffersonTs plan was examined and it was found that he 
advocated a graded system with secondary schools. Bruce 
History of the U.*Va. vol. 1. p.86.Mr. Jefferson abandoned 
this plan only after he saw that the Assembly favored a 
system of education that he feared would not include his 
University.
4. Morrison, Beginnings, p.10.
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1
tribute!. This plan met with more success than did the former
ones* It became the principal system in operation until 1860,
even though other educational billB were passed and accepted
by some counties during the period* The reason for this lack
of total uniformity was that the bill of 1818 did not meet the
demands of the middle class for free education. It provided
schools only for the poor in each county. Also, many counties.
objecting to the charity idea, refused to accept aid and be—
gan to clamor for free educational opportunities for all.
The Assembly realizing that the income from the literary Fund
would be inadequate for this purpose, decided the communities
must tax themselves for part of the funds necessary to support
their schools. The District Free School Act was passed In 
2
1829. It provided that the district be responsible for three
fifths of the cost of the building and one half or more of:" ,
the teacher’s salary. The remainder would be taken care of
3
from the Literary Fund. This ”plan of taxation”' was no more
popular than that of 1779, nor were commissioners any more anx-
4
ious to attempt a tax levy for the support of education*
Some counties, however, accepted the conditions of the bill,
and district schools were opened in many communities. But
the result in the main was disappointing. Another
T~. Virginia Code of 1819, p.88; Morrison, Beginnings, p. 10l
Snavely, op.cit., p.45.
2. Acts of the Assembly, 1829-1830, p.181 
Acts of the Assembly, 1829-1930, p.181 
4* Maddox, op.cit., p.90; Morrison, Beginnings, p.11
13
attempt to meet the educational needs of the people was made 
by Governor Campbell in 1838, when he appointed Dr. Smith of 
Randolph-Macon College to devise a system of free education.
Dr. Smith evidently did not realize that the Virginians would 
not consent to be taxed for the support of schools. The plan 
he submitted to the governor provided for a system of uni­
versal free education from the primary school up to and in-
2
eluding instruction at the University. The Governor then
urged the Assembly to make some effort to combat the increas-
3
ing illeteracy in the state.
The only response the governor received was from news­
papers and periodicals. They supported the governor and
4
were valuable in keeping the subject before the people.
The following year, 1840, after the educational survey
of the United States showed Virginia’s rating so low, a
storm of protest arose against those who continued to oppose
plans for an educational system. For a while great activity
on the part of the leaders was noticed. Conventions were
5
held and elaborate plans were proposed. But this enthusiasm 
was short lived. Other and more weighty problems were before 
the Virginians in this period preceding the War between the 
States. In 1842, Dr. Ruffner, President of Washington College,
T~. Maddox, op. cit, p.l3"0~i!
2. Maddox, op.cit.,p.131
3. Journal of the House of Delegates, 1839, governor’s message.
4. Maddox, op.cit., p.90
5. Maddox, oplcit., p.131; Journal of the House of Delegates,
184S, p.89; Morrison, Beginnings, pp.13,14. ^enry Ruffner, 
see Swem's Bibliography of Virginia, pary II. Index.
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criticized Virginia’s lack of educational facilities. This
aroused some interest, with the result that Dr. Ruffiner and
the directors of the Literary Fund were again asked to work
out an educational plan hest suited to the wishes and needs of
1
the people of the commonwealth* This plan was ready for pre­
sentation to the General Assembly by the session of 1846.
M, this time Virginians were interested in state rights. E'er 
this reason the committee thought that better results would 
be achieved if localities were given more power. Consequently 
the bill of 1846 made provision for primary free schools.
The system, however, was not state-wide. Its establishment in 
each county required the assent of two-thirds of the voters. 
Three counties were by special enactment permitted to introduce 
schools by consent of a majority of the. electorate. The 
schools in general were supported by the respective counties 
which adopted the system, and were aided by the income from 
the Literary Fund.
The income from the Literary Fund was distributed to the 
counties according to the population. It was used for the most 
part for the instruction of indigent children. The entire 
control of its expenditure in the counties was placed in the 
hands of local commissioners. These commissioners were chosen 
by the justices of the peace, constituting the county court in 
each county* Each large community had its commissioner, whose
1. Morrison, . Beginnings, p.13
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duty it was to locate the indigent children and provide them 
with a teacher. If no one could be found to teach them in a 
separate school, he would make an agreement with the faculty
of a pay school., to instruct these students for a small sum
to be appropriated from the funds in the hands of the com­
missioner.
"There were many reasons why the system did 
not work. Sometimes the commissioners neglected 
their duty. It was difficult to secure suitable 
teachers with the meager salaries which were 
offered for the work; but the greatest obstacle to
the ’pauper systemr as it was called, was that
people did not like to be put into a separate 
class as ’poor"1. We may agree with an early 
governor of Georgia that ’’poverty’ , though a 
great inconvenience is no crime". But it was ask­
ing too much of human nature to expect the self 
reliant and self respecting farmer or laborer who 
could not afford to employ a teacher for his 
children, to allow himself and his family to be 
labeled as ’poor’, ’pauper’, or indigent’."
"The fact that public free education and 
charity were so closely related, even when free 
schools for all classes could be established, 
caused their association to become almost insepar­
able in the minds of the people and created a pre­
judice against public.schools which was most 
difficult to overcome."
While some schools were established under this system, 
others that had accepted the District Free schools Act, or 
some other plan, now abandoned them, and In many instances 
districts switched from one plan to the other with the result 
that schools were closed, leaving conditions worse than be­
fore.
The stigma of charity schools that began in the Colonial
TZ Morton, RQL., History of Virginia, p.£25.
16
period in connection with endowed free schools was one of the 
great hindrances to the establishment of a free public edu­
cational system by the state. Up to the middle of the nine­
teenth century the chief interest in free education was far 
the benefit of the poor. The very wording of the educational
bills defeated their purpose, even after these had been passed
1
by the Assembly. This was also true of the bill providing for 
the establishment of the Literary Fund. This Charity idea 
was severely eiriticized by the friends of an equal education­
al opportunity for all. Mr. Ritchie, editor of the "Richmond 
Enquirer", was particularly incensed at the constant use of 
the term, "poor children". In his editorial for December 9, 
1841, he deplored the fact that it was used so often. He 
said, "But F-o-o-r I They talk as if Virginia were a great
a
poorhousej n
But the charity idea in free education Was not the only 
cause of its failure. The old time Virginians, like their 
present day posterity, looked askance at taxation, and taxa­
tion was necessary in order to support the schools. The 
law makers of early Virginia were, to a great extent the prin­
cipal taxpayers. Consequently, they argued that the govern­
ment had no right to take the money of the thrifty for the
3
education of the indigent. They further declared that there 
was no virtue in making education free, sincfc it would only
Yl Maddox, op.cit, p.90; Snavely, op.cit, p.45.
2. Maddox, op.cit, p.181, quotes the Richmond Enquirer for 
Dec. i, 1841.
3. Morrison, Beginnings, p.10.
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encourage indigence in a land of equal opportunity, So con­
vincing were these debaters that it was not until ISIS that 
the advocates of free education were able to persuade the 
Assembly to pass a bill even allowing communities to tax them­
selves for tbi& purpose. And even then very few communities 
availed themselves of the opportunity.
In addition to the foregoing hindrances to the Institution 
of free schools, there arose a third objection, on© of a section­
al nature. The western part of the state declared that It was 
not getting an equal share of the state educational funds, and
hence the eastern section came to fear that it might be taxed
1
to support the schools in the western. The sectional contro­
versy in this regard waged with increasing bitterness and con­
stituted one of the several causes which in 1883 led to the 
disruption of the Old Dominion.
However, all of this opposition did not prevent the found­
ing of schools by each of the plans suggested. Between 1779
and 1802 about thirty schools had been instituted in one way 
2
or another. And between 1818 and 1860 thirty or more counties
3
had begun systems of free education for themselves. Norfolk
county had its system in successful operation by 1796, and by
1885 it had a complete and ©ffeeient system of education
Debites of jthe' Conventlon"of I829J ' 1830, p.570. Ambler, 
History of seetTonallsm in Virginia!
2. Morrison'V FouiHR^oluMons'7' P«" 4
3. Morrison, Beginnings, p.15; Acts of the Assembly, 1844,
1845, p.30“, 1^45-1846, p.37, 1^52-1^53,p.232.
1
supervised by a county superintendent* District free schools
bad also been established successfully in other counties*
Some of these schools were discontinued after the passage of
the Act of 1846, but others owed their existence to that Act*
AneLso by 1860 the second auditor was able to report that
3,6?? Primary and Secondary schools in 122 counties had parties
2 ' ' 
ipated in the Literary Fund, and that the most of the Literary
.3
Fund had been spent for free education*
For many years preceding the Civil War, Tirginians in­
terested in free education controlled by the state deplored 
the fact that the government was taking so much interest "in
Federal polities*" They feared that such a condition "would
4
lead away from the subject of public education*" This was 
true to ascertain extent, but it is also true that the con­
stitution of 1851 was decidedly in favor of state aid to
5
public education* According to the constitution of 1851 the
state imposed a capitation tax for primary schools, the first
6
constitutional recognition of the cause of public education.
The Assembly of 1855 enacted a law increasing the amount of
1. 'Stewart/ op.eit»p* 181;Heatwoie, op.cit 
of the Assembly 1844-1845, p.30,34 
2* "By the,account of the report on the Literary Fun^ ror. 
1859-1860 nine counties and three corporations were re­
ceiving aid for district free schools from the.Literary .
• Fund."
3. Morrison, Beginnings, p*15; Maddox, op.cit., p.167.
4* Maddox, ope it*, p.135
5. • Thomas, A*F*,Primary Fducation and the Bace Problem,p„4 
Const itut ions "of FaT ,"'p. 14^ Vr'SnaveIy, ~ op » c it * j p W ^
6*- Aeis of the' Assembly * 1851, p.331.
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this tax. By 1856 this tax added #60,000 to the Literary
Fund, and thus doubled the revenue for elementary schoolst
8
the total income rising In 1061 to #516,653.76*
'me*es&&ittg the- war a great 'many of the existing school build*
3
ings were either torn d a m  or burned by the Union Army. Part
of the principal and the income from the Literary Fund had 
been diverted for military use in 1861, so there was no money 
to rebuild them and no appropiation for the maintenances of 
those not in the path of the invading army. Consequently many' 
schools were closed.
The upper class continued to educate its children either 
at home or in private schools kept by teachers too old or in­
firm for military service*
It is very probable that if the Virginians had been de­
pendent upon free schools for the education of their children 
they might have devised a satisfactory plan before they did.
As it was, by I860 there were private schools and academies
4
in every -section of the state, These academies were usually
XT Actd,'r"i85^7p*i46. 'The "poor"''''^ ildren of"" Ifariiere 'then'"being
educated at the rate of 40 a day. Snavely, op.cit, ,p.47.
8. Beport of the Second Auditor 1860-1861.
This did not afford equal educational opportunities for 
all since the laws were only penalssory. The counties felt 
that education was a local affair and were opposed to state 
control.
3. At the beginning of the war there were twenty schools in 
Eorfolk County offering free primary education to all.
They were all destroyed by the Union Army in 1862. Between 
1862-1871 there were no schools either public or private' 
worthy of mention. Stewart, op.cit.,p*180. Schools In 
other counties were also destroyed by the invaders.
4i One of these early academies was established by lottery 
at Alexandria. George Washington gave a part of the sn- 
dawment. Heatwole, p.262.
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financed by private enterprise, but sometimes they were built
1
by lottery and endowed by philanthropic persons* The establish­
ment of the University of Virginia greatly stimulated the estab-
Z
lishment of, academies as preparatory schools* As soon as it was
noticed that the counties were not using the Literary Fund for
free primary education, friends of the middle schools made an
attempt to divert a part of the income from the Literary Fund
3
to the support of secondary education. They declared that if 
there were no endowed academies or classical schools within
reach of all children, their parents must either employ tutors
4
or board their children near an existing academy. Later on the 
result of this effort to allow academies to participate in the 
Literary Fund was an act which stated that when the income 
should exceed the amount voted to primary schools and the Uni­
versity by §2 0 ,0 0 0 . 0 0 this surplus would be used for secondary 
5
education. When this act became generally hnown academies
6
began to file their applications for aid from this fund*
Several of these academies received this aid before the Civil 
7
war.
1.Heatwbles op* cil*^p. 26&Y' "febrr Ison » "i^ 'our'' rfevoluti ons, pai37.
2. Morrison, Four Revolutionsa p.139.
3. Maddox, op.cit*,p.90; Acts of the.Assembly, 1821 * 1834* 1858.
4. Ibid, pp.,90-91.
Jj* Morrison, Beginnings, pp. 15,16.
6 . Acts of the Assembly, 1839-1840, p.104
7* The second auditor’s report of 1844 showed that 3677 primary 
and secondary schools were participating In the income from 
the Literary Fund. Maddox, op.cit.,p*198
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Some who opposed state aid to the public schools argued that 
the people did not seed higher education* These opponents also 
maintained that the higher branches of learning were already 
being well taken care of in the existing academies and that 
there was no reason for governmental participation. They also 
thought that if the government at Richmond supported an ef~ 
feeient system of primary schools together with the University 
as a capstone* it was doing its full duty in the curbing of 
illiteracy.
Consequently, the support of secondary schools was left to 
those patronizing them*1
TZ Morris on V ' Beginnlnga, ' p » Xs; ' T~' Snivel y,"' op . cl t"« »' p.
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Chapter III 
Virginia's Maw Educational System
Virginia emerged fro® the Ciril War in an impoverished con** 
ditlonu Hot only had her general treasury been exhausted* but a 
part of the literary Fund had also been borrowed by the state* 
while much of the remainder had been invested in Confederate and 
other worthless bonds* Consequently* there was no State &p~ 
propiation for schools at this time* However, free education 
was given .to the lower classes in many communities, but not 
at public expense* When the Carpet Baggers got control of 
Virginia's institutions during the years immediately following 
the war * they made good their threat ”to erect a sehoolhouse at 
every cross road.** These schools were financed by the Freedman’s 
Bureau and other ^charitable organisations” north of Mason and 
Dixon’s line* The purpose of these schools was to educate 
and elevate the fiegro and Southern poor whites* This presented 
a distasteful problem and for a while interest in education 
seemed on the verge of dying out* Also* after the first few 
years the enthusiasm of the philanthropic northerners waned 
so noticeably that most of their schools ceased to operate.
The closing of the foregoing institutions seemed to re­
vive the declining interest In education, arid a great demand 
for free schools was the outcome* By this time the uned­
ucated classes recognized the advantage to be derived from
23
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education. They had learned that illiteracy and ignorance were 
serious harriers between the classes and that education was nec­
essary if complete social and political equality was to be at­
tained.
Before the war, office holders had been selected largely
from the upper class. For this reason the chief ambition of
the Negro and the p^or white was to be elected to some office.
Consequently, these demanded that schools be reopened and at
public expense. Members of the upper class also joined with
them ana supported free education. For not only had the war
leveled the fortunes of the Southern planters considerably,
but it had also made thorn more democratic in their way of
thinking. This was especially true when through the poverty
of the times they found thornselves unable to educate their
children in private institutions. Many had always favored
2
public education as the best means to combat illiteracy. These 
also realized that the ignorant Negroes and the equally ignor­
ant poor whites were a menace to the peace of the community, 
and believed that by enlightening the masses tanoh crime could 
be avoided. But :aany of these who formerly had radically op­
posed free education, did not charge their•minds with their 
fortunes. These continued to educate their children at private 
expanse, and oven, in sone cases, paid the tuition of the poor
YZ Many of rih ose "igiioraii'fe’ people had 'been cheated hy tlie carpet
baggers on account of their inability to read* They had 
signed papers and voted detrimental to their interests.
0, Thome , A. F.,Primary Education and Baee Problems, p. 2
whites who desired an education in order to prevent establish-
1
ment of free schools in their communities.
The great need and demand for free education as a means of 
social*and political equality was uppermost in the minds of the 
Constitutional Convention of 1887-1868, This Convention, known 
as the Underwood Convention, was composed of Negroes, native 
poor Elites, and carpet baggers from every section of the coum-
a
try, even from Canada and England. Very few members of this 
notorious body were representatives of Virginia*© best citizen­
ship. Vet through the aid of such Intelligent outsiders as Dr.
1. L. Curry, Dr • W. H. Buff near. Dr. Barnes Sears, its education­
al provisions were excellent, and most of the discussions on this 
subject were sound and practical. Indeed, one Negro proposed 
that compulsory education be incorporated in the Constitution
that parents might not be "allowed to let their children grow
S
up In ignorance and poverty." However, some of the debates 
over mixed schools were protracted and amusing. Several of the 
carpet baggers and many of the Negroes advocated mixed schools, 
since they saw no reason n for having two schools whar one 
would do." This was opposed by a Negro who loudly declared that 
h© did not wish his children "to associate with seeesh and Rebels",
1~ Thomas . opTcfl'i.Tp* 4. ! 1 1
2. Maddox, op.cit.,p•140; Knight, S.W.,Reconstruction and 
Sducat!on in Virginia, p.3, quotes the Times Dispatch
for these debates since they are not to be found in Debates 
on the Constitution.
3« Morton, op.elt.T'vol. Ill, pps.240-241; Knight, op.cit.«p.8 .
4* Knight, op.cit. ft p. 9
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for ho considered himself nez high over a Hebei ez heben wus 
1
over hell***
After much deliberation it was decided that mixed schools 
were impractical* The Negroes soon found that while they were 
allowed to debate without restriction they were expected to 
vote as instructed and thus they would not be able to frame 
a constitution which would give them full social and politi­
cal equality with their former masters,
Consequently* when the Constitution was voted on, the 
Negroes observed that those provisions which they had most 
desired were not included, This fact caused great dissatis­
faction among those ©able solons. One of them declared that 
the Constitution was not what they had desired or voted for 
arid that the Ilegroes had been misled by the Republican Party*
He further added that "without the Negro who was the bone,
the.muscle and the sinew and eben de skin, the Republican
2
Party in Virginia would be hardly a skeleton,"
In spite of the illiterate members of the convention* the 
Constitution committed the State to a system of free ptiblic 
education which with very few changes had existed down to the 
present time, For this we have to thank the eminent educators 
previously mentioned in this connection* Throtigh their counsel 
there was resumed and continued Virginia’s antibellum instruct­
ional program* which had been unfortunately interrupted by
TI I b i d * p * 9. ! ! ! ! '
2. Knight* opalt,* p* 9; Horton, op*cit* p.240 
3* Constitution of Virginia, The Hnderwood Constitution,Art* 
VIII, see." 8 ,p.Sl; Sorton, T~op* "bit»,ppa*240-24I; Thbmas* 
Primary Education* p.2 •
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the fratricidal conflict. Of course it had before it as models
ail previous constitutions of this state together with all
' • Z
previous educational legislation in state and nation. In
this connection it is fair to admit that the tinder wood Consti­
tution made one notable improvement over all Virginia’s other 
constitutions up to that time, and this was that provisions 
for education and for the financing of education were proclaim 
ed by constitutional authority.
According to this document Virginia’s educational system 
was to consist of a State Superintendent of Public Instruction
a State Board of Education, Superintendents of County Schools
3
and County or Local School Boards. This central control of 
education had been advocated in 1896. In 1798 Horfollc County
dr
had a complete county system of education. Also, ever since
1821 this plan had been proposed many times by educators in
5
conventions and before the General Assembly.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction was to be at
the head of the State educational system. It was to be his
duty to devise a uniform system of education for the counties,
to supervise and to report to the Assembly the progress of
the schools In the counties. The State Board of Education 
a_________
iZ 'CohstTtutions of Va. , "Coast j W&Yonl*? rTSSSTt 1861; 'nActs~
of the Assembly.
2 . From notes taken.la History class.
3. Constitution of 1869, VII, Sec. .8,p.78; Acts of 1869-1870 
pp.404-406*
4. Of. Ante p. 9
5. Morrison, Beginnings, pp.13,14; Maddox, op.cit, p.140
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was to hato control of all educational funds and to supervise
1
schools for higher branches* All school funds were to be dis­
tributed among the counties according to the number.of child- 
ran* both white and colored, between the ages of five and twenty
a
"so as to be of equal benefit to all.n Primary and elementary 
schools were to be established before attention was to be given 
to higher branches of learning. However* a part of the income
from the Literary Fund was to be set aside for secondary educat-
' 3 ....
Ion, but the counties were to bear a large share of this cost. »'
After the system was outlined the problems of finance had
to be settled. According to the Constitution the ”Wew System**
4
was to be maintained by the State. However, state support of 
education was rot a new idea, since it had been advocated time 
and time again since 1779. Also, a plan indicating definitely 
the amount to be appropriated by the state was submitted to 
the Assembly in 1857 by Governor Wise. He advised that the
legislature set aside $180,000 for common schools and a small-
5
er amount for secondary schools. This was refused on account
6
of the fact that the state was facing a war. Also, the Edu­
cation Association which had been organised in 1863 revommend­
ed state support of education. This educational organization,
—  gbnsti tutio n @ S9U ^ -, r r  J 7 9 , —
B. ihia* pTtQ ; Acta of~1869-1870, p.407.
3. ITonstitntion'ofl8699’Art .VII.f Sec. 9,p.80.
4. Harrison/- Four Revolutions, p. 140
5. Jommals the"House of delegates, Governor’s Annual
undoubtedly, influenced the Constitutional Convention of 1867- 
1868*
In order to provide for the'financial support of educat­
ion, the Literary Fund, which had formerly been only a statut­
ory provision, was incorporated in the constitution* The old 
capitation tax of 1853 was also retained,, In addition to this 
the constitution for the first time provided that a property 
tax of not less than one mill or more than five he levied on
the dollar*s worth of taxable property for the support of ed- 
1
ucation. The counties werb advised to levy an additional tax,
Z
but this could not be enforced by the state* However, many
of them did so and the amount raised was almost equal to the '
3
State appropriation. All taxes were to be collected and dis­
tributed by the State Board of Education. But the local tax
levied by the counties was to be used only in the district
4
in which it was collected*
The Assembly realized that all former educational pro­
grams had failed on account of the fact that laws made for 
their support were only permissory rather than coercive, and 
that schools were under local rather than central control. 
Therefore, some inportant coercive measures were enacted.
One of the most important of these was the guaranteeing of 
a certain amount of local aid and a minimum school term. By
T: ^onst.^of"' 1&69, Art* VII, SecVr'W tpl¥oj'.Tboiaas Primary ~
Mucailon"and Hace Problems, p.4; Acts of the Assembly.
i m i ' i  p747i.--- - -------- - ----------------
-XL Constitution of 1869, Art. VII. Sec. , 2f p.79.
3 . Snaveiy . ' bp.eit.,p.S9
4. Acts of the Assembly, 1869-1870, p.641; Thomas, Primary
Wudati~on"'an¥'Race problems, p. 5.
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this law no county was to receive any financial aid from
the state unless it filed a written statement with the
Superintendent that all schools had run at least five months
1
of the previous year*
The *New School System” was then ready to b egin in 18?!*
At the suggestion of General Hobart■K. Lee, Dr* w* B.
Huffner was appointed the first Superintendent of Public In-*
2
struction* According to the Constitution his duty was to
*z
devise a system of state wide education* The plan adopted by
Dr. Ruffner was almost the same as that suggested by his
4
father in 1841, except that in' the son’s place no immediate 
provision was made for secondary education, there being no 
practical damend for it at the time. Also, Dr. Ruffner wish­
ed to put the elementary schools into operation before attempt-*
8
Ing any other educational projects.
Interest in free education was manifested among all
6
classes. There was much speculation as to its success. How­
ever, It was not long before the schools were crowded with 
those who previously had shown but little concern for educa­
tion* They felt that these schools existed for them. The 
Begroes who had at first attended the carpet bag schools now 
began to take renewed Interest In education, and sent their
1 . ^ Aots^f~~tgi.'Issexabl y ,'r T s W  » 'seeiToir,^^T"p‘Tjr5,: ~ “
2. Report Supt. Public Inst., 1870-18?!.
3. John P. Branch, Historical Papers of Randolph Macon College, 
vol. Ill, June, 1916, articleby S.L* 'Fox, Dr. W. H..
Huffnor, p.136; Knight, op.cit.,pvI6 ; Morrisons, Four 
Revolutions, p.140.
4. Cf. ,)ln£e'"p»' 9.
5. Annual Report of Supt. of Public Instruction,1870-1871.
6 . Kni ght'T bp'.'cl t. ,p»l'6l
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children 1st such numbers that they could not be accomodated*
At first there was a scarcity of Hegro teachers, and for this
reason many colored schools were closed* Later on this sit**
1
nation was remedied*
notwithstanding the zeal manifested by the uneducated 
classes,, many difficulties had to be-met and overcome before 
the success of the free system could be assured*
The war and the Hegro schools established by the detest­
ed carpet baggers had given cause for a great aversion towards 
public education* This was looked upon as a "Yankee leveler" 
that would undermine and destroy all social lines, since all 
classes would be educated in the same schools and with the 
same course of instruction* There was also a religious pre­
judice to be overcome* These pious enthusiasts opposed any 
innovation from Hew England, the "land with which they had 
always associated the persecution of witches, the Puritan
< church, the Hartford Convention, pedlars of tin, and venders
3
of wooden nutmegs*" They argued that public schools would
be a means of "inclining people toward religious error and 
4
wickedness*" Other opponents were doubtful as to the ad- 
visibility of establishing schools in sparsely settled dis­
tricts, since large plantations made it impossible for small
IV Knight, opVclfcV,"p*i6 '
2. Maddox, op*elt* » p*l?l.
3. Smith, B. M*, An Address Before the Education Association, 
July 13,1870*
4. Superintendentfs Report, 1870, p.4*
1
children to attend* Still others believed that education 
was the function of the home, for there were people without 
children or people who of course could not patronize free 
schools* These did not wish to he taxed to educate child­
ren of others*
One of the greatest , if not the greatest , obstacle to 
be overcome was refusal of the Assembly to provide sufficient 
funds for the support of education, The taxpayers of Vir­
ginia had been impoverished by the war. They were neither 
more able nor more anxious to be taxed for the support of 
education in 1869 than they were in 1779. They were especail- 
ly opposed to being taxed to educate the Hegro. As a general 
thing, the Hegro was not a taxpayer, since at that time very 
few of them owned any land, Therefore, the burden of the 
entire support of education would rest on man^r of those who
owned property and who would not, in all probability, patron-
2
ize the schools. So great was this opposition to taxation
that many communities not only refused to pay the taxes but
even put every obstacle possible in the way of the officials
3
whose duty it was to collect them. Some opponents of public 
education even influenced legislators to nullify the Superin­
tendent •s efforts to enforce the payment of the property tax
TZ In answer to t Hi s Dir. Buffner stated that where the pop-
ulation was too thin to support a public school private 
schools could take care of the situation. Superint endent * a 
Report, 1871, p. 4.
2. Educational Journal of Virginia, 1870, p.22
3. Superintendent *¥’‘Sepo3i^7^B7lV"rjp* 5, 1872, p. 3; Thomas op.e 
p. 6 ,
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as provided for In the Constitution* lot only did the Assembly 
refuse to support the cause of education by appropriate legis­
lative enactments , it actually passed laws detrimental to its
1
development and perpetuation. In 1871 the tax bill was so
amended that cities were denied the right to levy a school tax
Z
of more than three mills on the dollar. In 1872 the law delegat­
ing the power to levy and collect county assessments to the 
county supervisors was so amended that this duty rested with 
lieal school trustees* These local school officials were ad­
vised to prepare and submit to the voters a plan for a local
tax. If adopted, local officials were expected to collect the
$
taxes and use them only in their district. In 1873 this law 
was repealed by legislative enactments, which denied citizens 
the right to vote on the question of levying taxes to support 
the schools# The right to levy and collect local taxes was 
thereby returned to the county supervisors where it always be­
longed. However, these latter officials did not have an en­
tirely free hand, since the fate of taxation was limited to
-41
not more than on© and one-half mills os the dollar, notwith­
standing the recognized need for education and the untiring 
efforts of the Superintendent of Public Instructions in this 
regard the legislature, owing to the bad financial condition 
of the state, could not give in its enactments of 1873 or in
1.'u: Superintendent *© Repojrt  ^lQ?!a gT........... .3;' Thomas •
op.ci t.,p.6 «
2. Acts, 1871, March 31, p.451.
3. Acts, 1875, pm 415
4. Acts* 1873, p. 210.
mvarious other ways adequate support to the cause* ‘The acts
of 1895-1896'amended the tax code so as to eliminate the clause
allowing county supervisors to levy a tax for the support of 
1
education* Not until 1904 did Virginia’s financial conditions 
improve sufficiently to Justify the legislature to restore to 
the local authorities the right to tax themselves for the sup­
port of schools*
This attitude of the legislature was a great hindrance 
to the development of free schools and was the cause of much 
adverse criticism of Virginia’s educational policy, especial­
ly from the section north of Mason and Dixon’s line* That 
section either could not or would not see that the government 
at Washington was directly responsible for this seemingly un­
friendly legislation, when it permitted the carpet-baggers to
shape the state’s institutions, the state constitution itself
3
being the worts of these people* The Southern tax payers con­
sidered that they were only protecting their possessions in 
refusing to be taxed for the education of worthless Negroes 
and indigent whites, who owned little if any property, who 
would not work, who could not be forced to do so and who were 
being supported and upheld in their idleness by a hostile 
government at Washington* Also, this education was expensive, 
not only on account of having to support two systems of
H  Acts* of 1895-1896 , pV 410 1
B. Thomas, Public Free School Principle , p.IB 
3* The people of Virginia at this time were resentful of
anything good or bad that was the work of carpet baggers 
or scalawags.
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schools, but also ok account of the fact that many of the
Negroes remained in school year after year without malting any
progress* Many of them were also* at first, beyond the age
limit, and there was no way to eliminate them* The Virginians
were not allowed to put any lawful restrictions on the Negroes,
hut wore taxed to educate them* Consequently, the Acta of
the Assembly were intended to limit the power of the oenstitu**
tion in order to protect the property of native Virginians in
every way possible* The acts were passed each succeeding year
as the ..Virginians got more control of their government. It is
noticeable that as soon as the government reverted to native
Virginians this attitude began to change; and the system made
more progress in a few years than it did during the entire so 
*- 1 
called "Beconstruet ion Peri ad.w*
The failure of the local communities to help support edu­
cation left the entire burden on the state and the state was 
unable to meet the emergency. The Literary Bind was little
more than a name, for it had been rapidly decreasing ever since
Z
the war, due to mismanagement and poor investments. Also, the
government was unable to repay the mount borrowed during the
war* One of the most Important sources of revenue for schools,
the capitation tax, was not being paid.
Some of the Virginians who had been disfranched after the
JT Any good history of this period will verify''these state- ”1
ments,
Zm Suavely, op.cit., p. 51; Superintendent♦s Beport, 1871, p. 4.
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war refused to pay the capitation tax, and the Negroes them­
selves seldom met this obligation* Also, the second auditor
had failed to keep the funds separate from other state funds.
1
He had refused to pay this money to counties on demand. This
caused a decrease in school funds from #562,000 in 1871 to
#245,000 in 1878. This decrease in funds caused 127 schools
to be closed in 1878. This probably accounts for the decrease
of 1400 in attendance for that year. The following year there
2
was a alight increase in funds, but the attendance drooped
3
51,000 and 2,100 schools were closed. Part of this decrease In
attendance and the closing of the schools was due to the lack
4
of personnel, especially colored teachers.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction expected dlscour
sgements, and was at all times prepared to meet them. At
5
times substantial progress seemed doubtful. Tet, in spite of
discouragement and opposition, Dr. Ruffner worked tactfully
and continuously for the consuaation of his plans. He was
ultimately rewarded in the fact that by 1876 his system had
6
spread to every county, and by 1880 had "become one of the
7
main functions of the state." This was due almost entirely
to the support of those originally favoring free education
and not, to any extent, to the fact that those opposing it
8
had changed their views by 1876 or 1880., In spite of all
XI Superintendent»s ReporI, 1&7&Ip7"4*SnavelyVop.'cit. ,p3I»
2. SnaveXy^ op.cit.» p.54
3. Ibid, p.54
4. Superintendent* s Report, 1878, p.45.
5. yirfd^nlaKdncatlQnal Journal, 1879-1880, p.20
6 . Thomae. op• ci
7. Snav©1 y,"'"op. cit. , p.54
8. Knight, op.cit;. »p.8.
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tills Dr# Buffner felt that as a democratic agency his system
could function satisfactorily until all prejudices were over-
come and until the hind of free education offered was such
1
that it would he of equal benefit to all classes, In his ef~
forts to overcome the prejudice of M s  opponents Dr. Ruffner
traced the origin of his system to that supported by Thomas
Jefferson in 1779, thereby proving that Tirgiaia,s system of
2
free education was not a "Yankee innovation." Moreover, he 
proved that free schools had flourished among the intelligent 
and property holding people of all civilised nations nine 
hundred years before republics were ever established# The Super­
intendent also stressed the economical side of free education,
He stated that all of the people of Yirginia could be educated
at one half the cost of educating one half of the people,' if
4
the program of free education was fully accepted.
The supporters of public education worked for this result
and urged that the Assembly make a more liberal appropriation
for education, since money was necessary not only to improve
the schools but also to keep them in existence. They believed
that the schools ,in order to succeed,must be made "good en-
5
ough to attract all classes." It was likewise believed that
if educational institutions were not good enough for the rich
XI Super intendent ts^ ,Repor^’, 16^0, p. 6".
8 . Ibid» p. 6 .
3. TbTcT, p. 6
4. Xbid, p. 7
Buperintendenty s Report, 1880, p. 4
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*
they were not good enough for the poor* and public schools were
. 2
"the colleges of the poor"*
The Virginia Education Association rendered Invaluable ser­
vice to the State Board of Education in its fight for the suc­
cess of the free school system* The members of this associa­
tion kept the importance of education before the people by spe­
eches made in conventions and published in newspapers and
* 3
periodicals throughout the state* This activity of the Edu­
cation Association so influenced public opinion that by 1884
4
"there was little open hostility to public schools," except
5
in regard to the Hegro* Also, legislators passed a number of
6
educational bills even though little machinery gor their en­
forcement was enacted. There was also a noticeable lack of 
provision for the financial support of schools in these bills, 
but the fact that the Assembly was interested sufficiently to 
consider education at all was some encouragement. However, 
in spite of all arguments the Assembly persisted in its re­
fusal to increase school appropriations nor would the counties 
consent to tax themselves to meet this deficiency* The Super­
intendent then changed his method of attach* Be began to 
question the right of the state to refuse to pay school funds 
to the counties* He estimated that during the period in
1*  IblaT, p. 4. ~ : ~ ! ~
2. Knight, off^elt* »p* 6 ; Morrison, Four devolutions. p. 140«
3. Staddox, op.cit., p. 178
4. Heatwole, op.cit., p*251.
5. Acts of the Assembly. 1887-1889. pp.13,51.92.203,£30.324.
423,4587489,512,553,664,579.
which the Auditor had withheld school tends from the
counties, the state had come to owe more than a million
X
dollars to the educational system* He caused a senate in-
2
quiry to be made into the management of these funds* The 
result of this investigation abundantly confirmed his cal- 
culetiGBS* Meanwhile the State Board of &&ocation also took 
action, and, aided by the Virginia Teacher*s Association* 
managed to arouse the voters to the extent that a legislature
more favorable to the cause of education was elected the next
4
year* This legislature made provision at once to reimburse 
the school system in annual payments until the foregoing finan­
cial obligation was met* Many important bills for the pro­
tection of school funds were also passed* The Henkel Bill of 
1879 made it Imperative for the state to keep money appro­
priated for the support of schools separate from other state
5
funds and required the Auditor to pay county and district
6
apportionments on demand. In 1880 the Oran&staff Bill re­
served ninety percent of the assessed school taxes to each
local unit and also directed the Auditor to pay #£5,000 each
. 7
quarter on school arrears*
These two measures to some extent undid the setback im-
Snavely, op.cit.,p*54 
B* Ibid, p.54 
5* Tbld,, p•55 
4• Ibid*,p*55
5. Morton, H.I.*, History of Virginia Since 1861,- p*258;
6 * Suavely, op.cit, p.53; Acts of the Assembly, 1879-1880, 
p*187. * '
Suavely, op.cit.,p.53; Acts.of the Assembly. 1879-1880 
pps.187-189.
7. Morton, op.cit.,p*195
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, posed upon the school system in 1878, when in order to meet 
the interest on the state debt in accordance with the Mc­
Cullough Act* school revenue had been diverted from education­
al purposes* Great as was Governor Holliday*s sympathy with 
the public school system at the time, he did nbt thinh that 
the people should be educated at the price of repudiation
and dishonor* Better ignorance than enlightenment purchased
1
at such a price*
In 1882 the BeadJustera, then in control of the government*
gave liberal support towards financing the state school system.
One of these important legislative enactments was that no
interest on the public debt should be paid until after the
schools had received their due allocation from the general 
2
fund* In thus giving education priority at this important 
crisis* the public school system became stabilized and 
substantially established.
From the political propaganda of BeadJuster days and 
from their sequel* MMahoneIsmf,> there has arisen a tendency 
to ascribe opposition to the public school system to the arro­
gance and prejudice of the aristocrat., Doubtless, there 
were some individuals among the well-to-do who were too un­
democratic to support free schools. But most of these opposed
public education because they did not widh to be taxed to
/
educate the children of others when they themselves were al-
TT Mort on«"'op. clt* »p.2&7* ~
2 . Morton, op.cit., p.207.
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ready employing tutors * or sending their children to private 
1
schools* Ho Intelligent or informed person making a careful 
study of this period from every possible point of view can 
reach but this one conclusion, i*e*, that the successful 
establishment of our present public school system was made 
possible only through the earnest cooperation of all classes 
in our state, led by its most substantial element, the 
aristocracy*
By 1900 it became evident that the public school system 
was a success* The attitude of the Virginians towards free 
schools had begun to improve after the withdrawal of the 
carp©t~baggers and with the success of the school system*
By X9Q2 the state as a whole was decidedly friendly towards 
public support of elementary education*
In 1902 Virginia discarded the Underwood Constitution 
and adopted one of her own* However, the educational system 
of the former was so effective that very few changes were 
needed* The provisions of the new constitution, merely strength*
a
ened those of Its predecessor which were already in existence® 
According to this new Constitution it became the duty of the
Assembly to provide for an efficient system of education
3
throughout the state, by establishing Tfsueh grades of schools
XT'" l^ort on* op ® citTfl pp* g&Q'. " 283 
2* Constitution of 190B, sec. 129 
3* XS£T«T~ sec* 129
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1
as shall be for tbs public good." Bach magisterial district
2
was to be a separate school unit managed by local trustees. 
Towns of five hundred or more inhabitants were to be consti­
tuted separate districts and were to be "allowed the privilege"
3
of taxing themselves to support education. The age limit as
a basis for the distribution of state funds was raised from
between six and twenty years to between seven and twenty.
There was also a change in the maximum tax levy for districts.
This was Increased to a minimum of one and one-half mills
4
and a maximum of five mills on the dollar.
By this time all of the state institutions were once 
more in the hands of native Virginians. Our people now 
appreciated the fact that the school system was their own.
They were not only more willing to tax themselves, but they 
were also more able to pay. There appeared also a noticeable 
improvement in the fortunes of the poor. Very few indigents 
were now to be found among the able bodied. The more thrifty 
of the poor whites had become small farmers, able and willing 
to bear their part of the burden of taxation in order to edu- 
cate their children. So noticeable was the change in attitude 
of the Virginians that in 1904 the Assembly removed its for­
mer restrictions on communities, allowed them to tax themselves
YI ConstIfoation"of 1903^~£t£T XX. sec . ~ 13?
3. ^ns^£n^j^of~X96^Tmse0^ 12 9
3. Ibid., Sec.6 6 ; Acts of 1904, p.294; Thomas, op.cit.,p.7. 
Supt*s Report 1902, p.29
4. Sonstitution~bf ‘1902, sec.129.
S* Knight, op»c it . , p.7.
2
for the support of education, and increased the general
2
appropriation for schools*
The increase in state, and local appropriations is in
itself a proof of the enlarged interest in public education*
In 1871 state aid to education amounted to #362,000*00* The
counties, in spite of opposition, collected #333*333.00,
making a total of $090,332.00 spent for education the first
3
year the r,new system” was in effect. In some cases the In­
crease during five years was almost phenomenal. In 2873 the 
state appropriation was #488,490.00; in 1880, It was $657,120.17 
in 1885, it was $844,475. In 1890 the appropriation was practlc 
ally the same, the amount spent, for schools being $861,467.00.
In 1895 state aid to free education amounted to #974,551.00.
In the next five years the Increase was about the same as It 
was for the proceeding five years, the amount spent by the 
state then being $1,015,538.00. In 2905, the amount was 
#2,128,262.00; in 1910, #1,645,712.00; in 1915, #2,222,229.00;
in 2920, #5,299,268.00; in 1925, #5,424,500 and in 2930,
4
$6,509,168.00. However, the amount appropriated was not al** 
ways the amount spent. Sometimes the appropriation could not 
be met and the funds actually available were mush less. There 
were also cases In which the amount spent exceeded the ap-
A c t s o fT9047p*"‘' S94.
2. Snavely, op.cit..p.54.
3. Su p er i nt end en t * g Beport8»2S7I, p.16; Snavely,op.cIt.p59
4. Superintendent4s Reports» 1875-1934; Snavely,m6p*oTt 
p. 59.
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preprintion. In 1915*16 the atm actually spent by the state
for free schools, including incidentals, totaled $1,004,109.85*
In 1930 the amount spent for education was #7,335,941.49 and 
' ‘ . . .  x
that for the year ending luue 8 0 1 9 3 5  was $7,335,387.16. The
slight decrease in the last five years was due to the depression
In 1903 Virginia appropriated $1,008,761.10 to the cause
of public education. Local funds raised this amount to
$3,137,364.80, which sum exceeded that spent by any other state
2
fortthis purpose. These figures seemed extravagant to the
Superintendent. Be urged that the curriculum be revised nso
3 *
as to cut d o w n  expenses”. At the same time the Superintendent
congratulated the people of Virginia on their interest In 
education, thus facilitating the great improvement In the edu­
cational system which took place between 1884 and 1904. He 
also stated that the system would not be complete until 
adequate provision had been made for state support of second­
ary education. He may have had this in mind when urging 
economy In the elementary schools. However, the state appro­
priation had to be increased in order to take care of the
S eoond Aud i t or* s Reports, 1915 , 1925 ," Ll&'25;' 0dmptroller * s '
Reports, 1930,193b. Stauffer, School Ifinanoes in Virginia,
p. 5 gives the following amounts spent by the state for 
education: 1910, #1,584,165.00, 1915, 11,978,898.00;
1.981, |4,506,588.00;1935, #5,412,485.00; 1930,#6,185,937.00; 
.1984, #5,511,-457,00. The Increase in appropriations after 
1906 was due to the state appropriations for the high 
schools and special features, such as, physical education, 
vocational training, health education, etc.,which will 
be discussed later.
2 . Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1903,p.5
3. ibi df«
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enlarging enrollment* . For some time there had been a demand
for a compulsory education law, Statistics showed a high
rate of illeteracy. In 1906 a compulsory education law was
passed, hut, even though strengthened by the acts of 1932,
1
it has never given entire satisfaction*
The right of the state to require parents to send their
children to some school had never been questioned except by
the very ignorant, but It was opposed by some who "feared that
Z
It would fall into the wrong hands*"
It is interesting to note that the idea of compulsory
education did not originate with Superintendent Southall, who
3
had urged that a law to this effect be passed in 1902, Nor
did it orginate with the constitution of 1869. In the early
Colonial Period it was lawful for church wardens in any county
to take children from parents unable to educate them and bind
them out as apprentices to learn trades, but at the same time
4
be taught to read, write, and cipher.
We have already seen that one purpose of the state govern** 
mnnt is to maintain public education as an economic and social 
necessity. For this reason the state should require child-
5
ren to be educated In order to prepare them for citizenship.
With this aim in view, many of the county school boards were
gdperiaien^ent* a feeportV l'9lf '. T9I8Y p.4b r_"rn"’"
2. X^l'd,P »41"
3. Report of the Superintendent of labile Instruction, 1902,p. 1 0
4. Mening'sTStatues, ' : ’
8 , Ksphis, XSSi"I G., ISducat1ona 1 Preparedness, p.?
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able to achieve a fair amount of success in keeping children 
in school with the aid of the compulsory education law* How­
ever, the means of distributing school ftinds was an unsatis­
factory incentive to compulsory education, since the basis
of distribution was the number of children between the ages
1
of seven and twenty inclusive,, This method of distribution
was considered to be unfair even thoegn it was used by most
£
of the states for apportioning school funds» In'the first
place it had a tendency to "penalize communities that kept
8
the children in school". Some communities had a large number
of children of sdhool age not attending any school while
others may have been enrolled in private schools. Ho special
provision was made for communities with practically all of
the children in school Secondly, since the cost of education
depended on the number of children attending school and not
on the school census, much fault was found with the fact that
no more funds were paid to a go.munity with a high average
daily attendance than to one with a low average. Finally it
did not take into consideration the fact that the cost of
education for the high school was more than that in the ele-
4
mentary school* Statistics show that this method of dis-
JU : ^ navel y« - opVci t. «pT9Q; Const it ut lon^of Tirgl nla, 19&B
sec. 1S2 »
2 . Suavely* op.cit., 119-144, passim.
3. Ibid. sp*-90; Virginia Journal of Education. Parch, 1918 
p.258. ' Super!ntendentTs Heport» 1930» pp.151.155
4. Suavely, op.eit.,p.9Q.
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tribution caused a variation in appropriation according to the
1
average daily attendance of from $12.50 to $31.36 per pupil.
There was so much dissatisfaction with the school census
as a basis of distribution that the Super!ntend ent of Public
Instruction was authorized to prepare a scheme for the appor-
2
tlotting of money appropriated for school purposes. In 1930 the
State Board of Education adopted an equalization plan as a tern-
$
porary measure until a more effective system could be evolved. 
By this plan* in addition to allotment according to the school 
population, the state agreed to add to each white teacher*s 
minimum monthly salary of #60.00 en dollars for each year of 
professional training, not to exceed five years. To each negro
teacher's basic salary of #45.00 the state would add five dol-
4
lars for each year of professional training. This method was 
abandoned in 1932 when the state adopted an equalization plan
for apportioning funds according to "ability and effort".
For this purpose it appropriated #500,000.00 for the equalize-
6
tion of "elementary rural education". Then, realizing that this
sum would be inadequate, the legislature increased it to
7
$190 0 0 s0 0 0 .00 in 1934. By the equalization plan of 1932 the
counties were ranhed according to their ability and effort to
8
support education. Three factors were to determine this
T Z  Beport of" the' ^ uperih%endent"~of' r£Ubilo~ Instructioa,l'$SfOT 
pTlbW l ~ '
2* Virginia School laws, 1930,^.10.
3. Suavely, op.cit.,p.57.
4., Ibid, p. &t7
5. lilt, p. 77.
6 . “ of the Comptroller, 1133, p.6 6 ; Suavely op.elt..
5
7 . Comptroller’s Beport, I 
8 . Suavely, op.cit., p.103
June 30,1934, p .66
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ranking;; 1. Wealth per child of school age, 2. Bate of tax­
ation on the $100*00 worth of locally taxable nroperty, 3*
1
locally raised school taxes* 0ome objections were raised
against this plan P even though it did attempt to equalize the
cost of education* In the first place the appropriation thr
this purpose was too small, and in the next place the ranking
2
did not always show the true ability* In 1932 the amount for
distribution to equalize the cost of education was only 6
of the total state appropriation for education, while the
amount to be distributed to counties and cities on the basis
of school population was #5,694,602.00 or 93*1^ of the state
3
appropriation for education* Therefore, It Is thong’t that
this plan is likely neither to equalize financial burdens In
the communities nor to provide equal educational opportunities#
4
since the appropriation Is obviously too low*
TZ Ibid*7 pp*W,i03 ' ' ' '
2 * Ibid., P* 155
3. T5fcL ft p. 144
4. Ibil. 9 p. 144
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Chapter IF*
The Beginning of the High School in Tirgtnia
In a former ahapter it was stated that the free high.
X
sehool is exoXusi vely an American institution*
The historical development of this kind of education in 
Virginia unfolds a long and bitter struggle between resolute 
friends urging its adoption and agressive opponents equally . 
as determined to prevent its realization* This struggle had 
its beginning In Thomas Jeffersohis original plan of a state 
system of education* After numerous endeavors, the free 
High School plan was abandoned only after its advocates be­
came oinvlnced that the Literary Fund could not support all 
types of education and that this type could "more convenient­
ly be left to private enterprise than could either primary
a
schools or the university? However, Mr* Jefferson urged that
Intermediate schools be established as soon as funds should
3
be sufficient*
After the literary Fund was created* friends of the
intermediate schools began a bitter fight for recognition and
4
participation In the state funds. This controversy resulted
in the passage of a M i l  In 1821, which provided that when the
Income from the Literary Fund should exceed (110,000*00) the
TZ ’g T'W. Guy "I n Va. Journal of Wubati on, March, 1918 
2* Honeywell, R* J., Educational Work of Thomas Jefferson, 
pp.39,47*
3* Ibid, p*49; Heatwole, op.cit.,p36*
4. Maddox, op.cit*, p*90*
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amount allotted to the elementary grades and the University*
by #2 0 *0 0 0 *0 0 * the surplus might be used for the endowment of
1 ' 
secondary schools* But no further steps were taken to put
this provision in active operation* When the academies
learned that the counties were not all accepting aid from the
Literary Fund* they asked that they themselves be permitted
Z
to share in its distribution. Accordingly* in 1854 an act
was passed whereby ^existing academies might be allowed to
participate in the income from the Literary Fund according
5
to <the Acts of 1821 ♦"*- Some of the academies immediately made
application for their part of the foregoing surplus whenever
4
It should accrue* and it is certain that before 1860 a num-
her of them had received funds from this source*
Prior to 1856 those advocating state control of secondary
education were not all urging that it be offered free, but that
6
it be cheap and ^within the reach of all but absolute paupers*
Whether secondary education was offered cheap or gratuitous,
made little difference to its friends. It was supported
enthusiastically in newspapers* periodicals and in meetings
or conventions of prominent educators held in different parts
of the state* Those conventions or educational institutes are
important here only in that they kept alive Interest in public
TT Acts ' o F ~ t h  4Tl§&ir* ~ ~ ~
2. Maddox* op * c it o, p.90
5. Acts of the Assembly* 1854, p. 104.
4. SSSioxl"- b p * e l t p*91.
5. Cf. ante p.
6 . John Holt Bice quoted by Morrison* Beginnings* p.41.
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education at a time when there was little demand for it. The
enthusiasm thus created was of short duration* hut it served
its purpose* The most important of the conventions was held
at Clarksburg in 1841. At this meeting Dr. Henry Buffner,
father of the first Superintendent of Public Instruction,
proposed a complete system of education— primary and secondary-**
1
which included academies for both hoys and girls* But demo­
cratic ideas had not yet developed to the extent that the 
general public was willing to patronize free schools or to 
he taxed to support this kind of instruction for the poor. 
Consequently, Dr. Buffner*s plans were rejected. Later on, 
other enthusiastic educational conventions met in Lexington 
and in Bichmond, endeavoring to create and perpetuate interest 
In secondary education.
The last educational convention held before the War 
Between the States met in Bichmond in 1856. This was called 
by Governor Wise for the purpose of devising a plan whereby 
secondary schools might be allowed to share in the Literary
a
Fund. And when the Assembly met that year* the Governor* in
his message suggested that the Assembly appropriate #160,000.00
for the support of education. Be asked that #40,000.00 of this
amount be used for the purpose of establishing one hundred
3
high schools in the state. The most important result of this
TT ' Morrison, beginnings » p.Xs ! ' ““ “ ~
2 . Ibid, p. 13.
3. Journal of the House of Delegates, 1856-184?., Governor*s
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message was that an inquiry was made into the status of the
*  *
literary Bind and the Assembly reenacted the bills of 1821
and 1834 in regard to diverting a nart of the income from
1
the Literary Fund to secondary education* But nothing else 
came of Governor Wi se * s plan* Ihis might be explained by 
the fact that in 1856 the state was facing a crisis, and more 
momentous questions were before the Assembly then those con­
cerning education* Lven those desiring that the state assume 
immediate control of secondary education found much fault with 
the fact that the commonwealth was ^paying too much attention
to national affairs’* and neglecting those concerning the wel-
2
fare of its own citizens* Still, more or less interest was
manifested in the passage of educational bills until 1861,
when Governor Letcher advised that no further legislation in
3
regard to education be attempted at that time.
After the War Between the States ended, the subject of 
education again came into prominence* In addition to the 
provisions for elementary schools the Constitution of 186? de­
clared that nas soon as convenient the state should establish
4
formal and Agricultural schools” and ’’such grades of schools
5
as shall be for the public good.” The Constitution also
made a special provision whereby a certain amount of the income
TZ Acts q¥ ’the Assembly'ft I85fr-l858* P.X04; 'Morrison* ~
Bieg innl ngs 9 p * 1 6 *
2 * Maddox^op* clt*,p.179.
3* Journalsof the House of Delegates, 1861, p*23X, Governorfs
y . jp .H .w *  11. .... 1* 1* 1 ,   in ■■■.— n »f i — ih    »iui!>h w«i|ini* i m imi i w niMm.n wwiw.il mi im— Wi IW.i immmmrnmmW    wi im.iijwiw. r  •# -*> 0  immi ■ i «mh im* U   hub    mm .
• Message#
4* Constitution of 1869* art. 8 . sec* 5, p.79
5. Ibid, art. VIII, sec 8 , p.81
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from the Literary Fund might he used for secondary education
1
when the counties were ready to hear their share of the cost*
After the success of the elementary schools was assured,
the Superintendent of Public Instruction~announced that the
educational system of the state was atill incomplete, in as
much as no adequate provision had thus far been made for
£
secondary education * And so In 1874 the first legislative 
provision for secondary education was made at his suggestion. 
This provision was that higher branches might be taught in 
the public schools, but only such subjects should be taught 
as were necessary for teacher training and to prepare pupils
a.
for Gollege* However, few of the city schools adopted this
plan; comparatively few pupils and teachers utilized Its
opportunities. This type of education was not generally free,
4
since a small tuition was charged.
It has been stated that public opinion in regard to free
education changed very little before. 1900. In many instances
It was hostile to free secondary education long after It be*
case friendly toward the lower schools. At first the oponents
to state aid for the former manifested their opposition only
in a lack of interest. They Insisted that this class of
TZ ibid, art7~¥lii7 sec7, 8 ,*>781. * ” !
B. Superintendent *s Report, 1890, 190B, p.«X£CIX«
3» feiddbic',r'rop^ci'iT," pp. "T7I,173*
4. When the cities failed to take advantage of this provision 
for high schools * a member of the Education Association 
stated that "a city without a high school was like a man 
without a head*. Educational Journal, 1879, p.36.
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education was being well taken care of in academies or
1
otter private institutions* Also, the cost of instruction
in these private institutions was within reach of practically
every one desiring or deserving an education beyond the
z
elementary school * There was also a large class of opponents
who objected to the addition of secondary schools to the
state system on the grounds that it would interfere with the
5
progress of elementary schools, others thought that education
was the duty of the home end not of the state, Moreover,
others felt that secondary education should exist only to
prepare students for college, Therefore, to make it free for
all woulk be unwise, since all would not go to college and
those who could afford to do this would be able to pay for
their preparatory training. These classes who so vigorously
objected to the state control of secondary education continued
this opposition long enough to prevent the Assembly from tak-
4
ing much interest in public education before 1904. Much op-? 
position from the masses was due to the fact that the poorer 
classes opposed paying the poll tax to educate the children 
of the fich, since so few of the former would ever attend
El WT* ' anteV'p^  ~ : ' ! ! *
2 . Terms for an Academic Year, From a Catalogue of David 
Turner *a Select:and Classical lnglIsK 'School, 1852-i§55 
ISnglish, Class 1 os ' & Math... —  ---~§q.'q .00
Modern Lang, each --— 10.00 
Drawing, Kach course,24 lessons- 10.00
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Fuel---------------------— ■«,--— . ■ i#0 0
Total ifToS
3. Superintendentfs Reports, 1879-1906 
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1
a high school. On the other hand, members of the tipper 
classes resented being taxed to educate the Uegroes and poor
whites when they themselves were education their own child-
£
ran in private institutions.
Unboubtedly the Educational Associations of Firginia 
were largely responsible for the decline in public opposit­
ion to high schools and also for the change in attitude of 
legislators towards them. The* Virginia M u national Associa­
tion always ardently supported those intermediate schools.
This organisation declared that these were just as necessary 
as were military and naval schools, in that they were n nurse­
ries for future teachers and inventors who come from the
3
ranks of labor.n. Other supporters also declared that high 
schools served as barriers against communistic and socialistic 
"inroads from the ignorant and unprincipled population."
It was also claimed that a high school education wofld help 
eliminate ignorance and poverty by causing the poor to be­
come dissatisfied with their lot, thereby stimulating their
, . 5
ambition and inspiring them to improve their lowly condition.
With an increase in educational facilities throughout
primary and elementary schools, the demand for secondary in- 
&
j~ Mucatibnal ctournal, 1876-1877,""p. 3$3 ' 1 1 :
£. SuperintendentTs Reports; 1900» p. 6 ; 1905,1906,p.£4;
 Virginia our pal " of r Education., Jaxmary, 1905.
3. Iducation'Journal, IH76^TE¥9, pp.£86.£87
4. Ibid, p.£57"
5. 2H2-, P.333
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struct!on at publie expense increased among all classes-
f M s  was further accentuated by the fact that public schools
were more convenient and less expensive than private* that
there was a noticeable decline in the number of the latter
institutions and also in the quality of instruction which 
1
they offered- It was hoped that the public high school would 
meet all requirements resulting from the foregoing conditions* 
Prior to 1906 there were no free secondary schools in 
Virginia operated at state expense- However* some counties 
and cities had been maintaining high schools at local expense 
for some time; others were supporting high schools in con­
nection with the elementary grades and were in some cases 
receiving aid from the Literary Fund supplemented by local 
taxation. Some of these schools charged tuition for instruc­
tion in the higher branches regardless of whether they were
2
aided by the Literary Fund or supported by local taxation.
Also, prior to 1905 there were no four-year high schools in 
3
the state. There were only a few schools offering a three
year course in high school work; and these were in the "most
4.
favored communities.w. Facilities for teaching were poor. In 
the majority of both public and private schools, there was only 
one teacher employed exclusively for the higher branches, 
while in others there were twcrarid sometimes
fit Off' ante *“p
2. Heatwo!e, op.cit.* p.327; Snaveiy,op^ ci t.,p.55
3. Report of the s¥ate Supervisor of Secondary Education,
‘ “1905. ' '
4. Ibid, p. 16.
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three teachers, the number depending on the enrollment,, . In
many of the free schools the teachers for the elementary grades
also gave part of their time to the more advanced pupils. In
some extreme cases teachers of one room schools, In which all
seven elementary grades were represented by one or more pupils,
were also giving Instruction In such high school subjects as
1
Latin and Algebra# Frequently, r hese teachers were not compe­
tent for such advanced work, and even though they should be 
amply capable, the dally program could not afford sufficient 
time to teach properly any subjects included In such a varied 
and extensive curriculum*
In those days, both high and elementary schools were
crowded. For the session 1899-1900 there were 11,736 pupils
2
studying the higher branches. The next session there was
a decrease in this number. This decline probably was due
to the lack of teachers, ©specially in the colored schools.
3
But In 1903-1903 the enrollment increased to 12,388, in 
spite of the lack of facilities and the crowded conditions 
of the schools. For these reasons, educational conditions in 
Virginia were considered alarming, especially in rural com­
munities. ^ndeed, In at least one-half of these communities 
there had been made for secondary education no provision that
17 ""Report of tho Sigh School^ Committee- of Secondary Education8
or the Qooperative' Education Association" 7 .
2m Report of the 1 Superintendent of Public Instruct!on * 1899- 
1900, p. XII. — r-—
Superintendent * s Beport. 1902, p. m n .
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1
would meet the requirements of the State hoard of Educati on.
Nevertheless, secondary education was not being entirely
neglected in the public schools, even though a small tuition
was charged. In 1SG5 there were 93 public and 43 private
schools doing more or less high school work, but not all of
2
these could properly be classed as high schools, In 1904
3
there were 70 public high schools with an enrollment of 3,405
not counting the lower schools doing advanced work. However,
not one of these schools offered four years of high school
4
instruction, nor was there in any of the free tuition. The
next session, {1905-1906} showed some improvement in that
there were ten high schools offering four years of secondary
5 *
instruction and free tuition.
The crowded condition of the schools in some communities
and the total lack of high schools in others, especially in
the rural districts, disclosed a need for further state aid
in the educational crisis. In spite of a pronounced opposition
XT Report of "the ffommi ttee oh Sigh Schools, Cooperative ' Id . 
Association','"1905, p. 130 * !
2 . THdJpTTsor
3. Superintendantf& Report, 1904, p.23.
4. Xbi& ,1904-1905, 1905-1906; Authorities differ in regard to 
the exact number of high schools, Eeatwole, op.cit.,
p.327 and Suavely op.cit., p.55 give the number as 75;
The yirginia Journal of Education also gives the number 
as" 74 stated, Payne, B".R. Y'rPive Tears of High School
Progress B p. 5, states that t&ere' were 57 High’ schools and
43 other schools making 100 public high schools and 400 
graded schools, many of which were doing high school work* 
Page 55 of this work states that 23 schools did not make 
a report to the author, This may account for some of the 
difference*
5. Ibid., p.56
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to this step, the outcome was an irrepressible demand that
the state come to the rescue* Many communities were ready
and anxious to assist in establishing high schools, but
1
were unable to shoulder the entire burden, some being too 
poor and others being prohibited by statutory limitations
a
from taxing them selves or from collecting taxes,If levied*
In his report to'the Assembly, the superintendent of Public
Instruction again stressed the importance of state support
for high schools, urging the establishment of at least one
high school In each county, and nln due time, In every dis- 
3
trlct** In advocating state control of high schools, the
superintendents were only urging the completion of the
4
system as outlined In the constitution* They clung to the
idea that the educational system would not be a perfect unit
until every grade of education from the kindergarden up to
and including the University should be open to every boy
5
and girl in the country* tEducational associations were
likewise doing all in their power to promote legislation
favorable to this aspiration* While the Assembly was friendly
towards the cause, It felt that support of the elementary
schools was all the financial burden the state could bear for
7
the time being, and therefore declined further cooperation*
T7~ Eupe rintend 'it*sT Peport, I9Q2-1903,p*r SEEH1*
3* Super!ntendent*s Beport» 1900-1901, p* 3QOCIXI.
4* Constitnti on' of 1902, art IX, sec- 13?*
5* Superiot endent * s Hepo rt, 1900-1901, p* XII *
6 * Virginia journal ' of Educat I on, May 191?*
?* .Maddox* op * cIt** julW.""
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But assistance came from an unexpected source. For some 
time the University of ¥lrginia and other higher institutions 
had been making serious complaints against preparatory schools* 
both public and private, They found much fault with the fact 
that the courses of study offered in those schools did not
1
meet the entrance requirements of the' higher institutions.
This state of affairs was considered so serious that a con- ^
ventlon composed of county and city superintendents of schools;
met at the University of ¥irginis for the purpose of deciding
on a schedule of minimum entrance requirement for universities 
2
and colleges. This noteworthy convention not only determined
the minimum college entrance requirements , but it also devised
other important educational projects and formulated plane for
most effectively paleing these measures before the boters. The
old Latin curriculum was condemned and a more practical course
4
of study was adopted. This convention also recommended a com­
pulsory education law and outlined a plan for district free
5
high schools. Those educators believed that since high schools 
had proved to be of so great importance to communities* dis­
tricts would be willing to share the expense of establishing 
them. But some financial encouragement from the state
IT 'Superintendent's"' Beport'* 1902-1905, p.XXIX. ' ~
2. Report of High SchooX uorar1ttea, 1905* p.130.
3. Beport”6f”tle' Super!ntend'eat*"of"Public Instruction, 1902- 
1903, p.37. '
4* Ibid, p. X3CXFII1.
5. Ibid, p. XXXIIX«
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1
would bo necessary* Consequently, they drew up recommendations 
which they proposed to present to the Assembly at its next 
session.
According to this plan It was estimated that the cost of 
running a city high school would he ?4f000.00 per annum, or 
with a generous increase in salaries, #5,000.00. And if the 
state should appropriate from #500.00 to '1 1,0 0 0 . 0 0 for each 
high school , this measure would provide the nedessary stimuli . 
us. The counties would then he encouraged to supplement this
2
Btm by an amount adequate for the establishment of high schools.
Pupils of every locality in the state would then have op-
3
portunity for secondary education without paying tuition. This 
plan met with much encouragement and received support from 
all education associations throughout the state.
Bdueatora and other prominent citizens of Virginia had 
now reached the conclusion that educational conditions in 
their state were deplorable when compared with those-else­
where. Accordingly, they began agitating concerted action
4
for remedial measures. In July 1004 Governor Kontague called
together a group of interested citizens with the result that
5
the Cooperative Education Association was established. This
? \ 
organization went to work immediately. Two meetings wore
rr~ibiav p^xxjottz 1 : 1 ’ 1 ~~ ■
2. Superintendents& Report , 1902, 1903, p. XIX; Report of High 
Sch ool Conar i t tee ,1905 » p.151.
3. Ibid, "pTlSlT
4. Ibid',' p.454.
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held that simmer and a third was held in the fall. The 
following were sob© of the resolutions that were adopted: a 
nine months school for every child, a high school within 
reasonable distance of every child, agricultural and in­
dustrial training to be taught in every public school, and
.2
state appropriation for.libraries in high schools.
At the first annual meeting of this association a vigor-
3
ous campaign for the cause of secondary education was planned. 
Tliis campaign was to be held the following Hay for the pur­
pose of arousing statewide interest in improving the education-
dr
&1 , social, civic, and economic conditions in the comminities. 
Special stress was to be laid on the attainment of this object** 
ive through the establishment of high schools. The proposal 
aroused the greatest amount of enthusiasm everywhere, Hot
only was it supported by state and local educational associat­
ions, but it was also applauded by newspapers and periodicals 
and even by the ”pulipt". During this "May Campaign” the 
subject of high schools was kept constantly before the people 
and presented so effectively that interest was aroused and 
opposition to free secondary education began perceptibly to 
decline, The campaign for a great educational awakening in 
Virginia commenced Bay 1, 1905. In thirty days numerous
XI ibid, p. 454 : : '
£ * BoatwoId, op,cit.* pp * 312-315; Cooperative Education. 
Report, Community League Hews, 193E.
3. Dabney, Southerly Education Movement— Fav Campaign* p.326*
4. O ’Shea, op.cit. , p*454.
5. Superintendent’s Report, 1922, p.16; Maddox, op.cit. ,p.l?l.
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leading citizens of Virginia had delivered addresses in 
nearly every county and city in the state, 1'ore than three 
hundred addresses were delivered in ninety-four counties , 
more than 300,000 pages of educational literature were pub­
lished and distributed, and fifty citizens* leagues were or- 
1
ganized. Among other things stressed was the fact that high
school facilities in Virginia were behind those of other
states, even though Virginia was at the time paying more for
B
free education than any other state in the union, Such were 
some of the procedures in the movement, known as the "Kay 
Campaigh" or Virginia*s "Great Educational Awakening-*, We 
shall now briefly appraise the outcome,
This state-wide campaign assisted, by all educational 
organizations in the state and by the teachers in the com- 
munities, resulted in a state-wide revival of education,
Again, the subject was taken up by newspapers and the pulpit; 
for the work was not done until the Assembly had been con­
verted to the acceptance of the free high school idea. The 
fact that the subject of free high schools was so highly 
agitated had the desired effect on the legislators, They 
recognized that the demand for free high schools was a just 
one and that the chief defect in the rural school system was
iZ Q*Shea j op,'of t'l ,1 p,4^4yn Heutwole,~^p»cTt7 p,516
3. Gf. ante p,
3, -Superintendents Beport, 1903-1904, 1904-1905, p,XXI, 193? 
p,145; 'O^ Sh'eaV op,clt, ,p, 143,454; Hall Br, S. B*,
Virginia Schools and Their Heeds, p, 6 ,
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the lack of high schools. Consequently, in March, 1906, the
2
Assembly passed the Mann High School Act, In order to alleviate
the opposition of those who feared that the addition of high
schools to the state educational system might Interfere with
the systems below, the act emphatically stated that the
establishment of high schools must not in any way tend to iia-
3
pair the operation of the elementary schools* Finally, all
Mils relating to secondary education were so drafted that
4
full right-of-way was given to elementary education*
The Mann High School Act provided that the Assembly appro­
priate $50,000*00 annually to be used exclusively for the maln-
5
tainenee and management of high schools throughout the state*
This sum was to be used entirely for salaries of teachers,
6
principals or supervising principals. The eouhtles or districts
were to be responsible for the buildings, equipment, and all
other expenses. Therefore, the high school might be conducted
either in the same building with the grammar school, or sepa-
7
rate buildings might be erected for the purpose.
There were two conditions to be met before any district
XT SupeiHhtehdeht^s' Reports', 1937,'
2. 'W^ori~~oi'rrrWi~4, Cbmialttee, part 1, col* V, p* VII;- Bruce
Institutional~lillst. ov"Va* * ,p*93; Acts*, 1906, p.350; Supt»s.
fteport* ar 1906 > pTW*
3* Virginia School Laws. p.35*
4. Ibid7 p.35. ~r "
5. See note 3.
6 . See note 3.
7. Acts of the Assembly, 1.906, p.350; Va. Journal of Education 
May, T908; Suavely, op.cit *, p.55; Heatwole,"op.cit *,p.324»
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might profit by this appropriation* The first of these con­
ditions was obviously designed to protect the interests of 
the elementary schools* It stated that no school might share 
In this fund until adequate provisions had been .made to keep 
the lower schools in that district open at least five months 
of the year* When this condition had been met, and the dis­
trict had raised #250*00 or more for salaries of the high 
school teachers, the state would then match this amount up
1
to #400.00* This sum was to be used entirely for salaries*
It was further stipulated that only one school in a district
2
might receive this appropriation* In order to take care of
the expected increase in enrollment* the Williams Building
Act was passed* By this Act districts wishing to erect school
buildings were allowed to borrow from the principal of the
S
Literary Fund at 4$ interest, any sum up to #5,000.00, or one
half the cost of the building. In 1910 they were allowed to
borrow $10*-000*00* Later on, this was increased to $15,000.00
then to $25,000.00* The rate of interest on any sum up to
#3 0 ,0 0 0 . 0 0 remained the same, but larger amounts commanded a
higher rate of interest*
In spite of the great number of those opposing state aid
TZ Acts'"of 1906 , p.3£>Q; Wrginla School 'Laws *"’seoVSvi “‘(JoSe 
l9S0, p*378*
2. Acts of the Assembly, 1906, pp.350-351,352; Payne, op.cit* 
p. 3; Snavely, op*olt.*p«55; Heatwole, op.cit, p.324
3. Virginia Journal of Muoation, October, Acts of the
Assembl y7" 190S, p * X d 6 A-51s""of 1914, p. 715; Acts' oF’ 1916
p.573; Acts of 1930, p.Hfaf Suavely,op.cit., pp.55-56.
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for secondary education, few educational movements have been
more successful* The greatest enthusiasm was manifested
throughout the state by supporters, while opponents t o!ted
anxiously for the outcome* However, the result was "a wave
of high school development that has not yet $1936} reached 
1
Its crest* 11 So great was the demand for this kind of educate
ion that the #50,000*00 was subscribed "by many times that
amount" through local taxation, and 146 new high schools were
3
established during the year* While the Mann High School Act
4
placed high schools within reach of hundreds of pupils,
many districts that had met the requirements for receiving
5
aid were refused because the $50,000*00 was inadequate* The 
High School Act also had a tendency to swell the enrollment in 
the grammar grades as well as to keep in school children who 
had completed those grades* It also increased community in­
terest in education* This proved that high schools, instead 
of being in conflict with the interests of elementary schools, 
were a decided stimulus* Primary children realised the 
necessity of an elementary education in order to prepare for 
the high school* The high school was, therefore, the "ideal
to which primary children might look"; it was truly the
6
peoplefs college". Also, the desire for a college education
A* Hall, op.cit.,p*6 *
2. Superihtendentfs Beport, 1906-190?, p.19*
3. Ibid*, p*19; 0TShea, op.cit* , p.144.
4* Virginia Journal of Education. February, 1908*
5* Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1906- 
190?, p.19.
6 * Ibid, p*24*
was becoming More prevalent among the middle classes; and the 
high school, being regarded as economical, became therefore 
the more popular preparatory school. The opposition to high
schools declined rapidly,,and the demand for the® became gen-
/
eral throughout the state. Indeed, the number of pupils
wishing to enter the high school Increased so rapidly that
existing buildings, equipment, and teaching personnel were
1
unable to accommodate them* The Superintendent of Public In?*
struction urged the Assembly to Increase the appropriation,
Z
since the #50,000.00 was Inadequate to meet the situation. In
his report to the Assembly, the Superintendent made several
other important suggestions. Since Virginia was essentially
an agricultural state and since there was a growing demand
for industrial training throughout the country, he suggested
that some provision be made.for the establishment of not more
than six high schools In which agriculture and domestic
3
science be taught. The Virginia Teachers* Association and
the Cooperative Teachers* Association also sent to the
Assembly resolutions to this effect, and at the same tire
asked for a much larger appropriation than that suggested by
4
the Superintendent. The result of this interest was that 
TZ Payne','bp.cit*'",""p."'' 4'.
2. Superintendent *s Beport» 1906-190?, p.19; Virginia Journal 
brSducatloh, October, 190V.
3. SupWlniendent*g Beport, 1907-1908, p.24*
4. The' State Teacher f s Association recommended that the gen­
eral high school appropriation be raised to #2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0 . 
va. Journal of Education. May, 1907; The Cooperative 
Education AssociatIon recommended #400,000.00. Beport of 
the Id. Survey Commission, Cooperative Ed. Association,1907.
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the Assembly attempted to carry out all of the recommendstioas* 
Former appropriations were increased and other important edu­
cational hills were enacted* One of these was that the prlvi- 
' lege of borrowing,from the Literacy Fund according to the
Williams Building Act, which' had formerly applied only to
; 1
county schools was likewise extended to city schools. A com-
£
pulsory edo.caticm law was also passed. T M s  has brought desir** 
able results In a few of the communities, but up to the sup­
plementary enactments of 1922, which were designed to make 
it more effective* The state appropriation for high schools 
was increased to $1 0 0 ,0 0 0 *0 0 . §2 0 ,0 0 0 * 0 0 was appropriated
for the teaching of agriculture and domestic science in the
3
public schools. In 1910 a more elaborate provision was made
to take care of these subjects* The Assembly then gave an
additional sum of #30,000*00 for the establishment of ten
agricultural high, schools, one In each of the congressional 
4
districts* The Library Fund Act was also passed by the
Assembly in 19Q8. By this Act the state expropriated $5,000.00
5
for the Tt encouragement of school libraries**. Every community
that would raise fifteen dollars from local funds and fifteen
dollars from private sources would be given ten dollars from
It Xcts 'oTTSe' Assemb ly, 19 &W* 'ppTloS1, 106 T "Onavel y« Qp.ciTV 
pp.55,56; heatwole, op.cit*, pp.324,325.
2. Acts of the Assembly. 1908, p.640
3. Act's of thX'Asaemb 1 y, 1908, p*105. Acts of 1910, p*362.
4* Acts of the Assembly,1908,p.362; Acts of 1912,p.56
5. Acts of the Assembly, 1908,pp.103, 362*
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this fund to buy forty dollars worth of books at wholesale 
1
prtces.
The lack of teachers became more noticeable on account of
the increase of enrollment, in all the grades* This was- such
a handicap to the cause of education that the strode Bill of
1908 was passed by the Assembly. By this Act the Assembly
appropriated $15*000*00 for the establishment of normal train-
lag departments in one high school in each of the congressional 
2
districts* A State Female Normal School had already been open­
ed at Farmville, Tirglnia. This school was at first only a
very good high s chool with two years of normal training*
3
No college subjects were offered here prior to 1905* There­
fore teachers could be trained equally as well In the high 
schools and at much less expense. Also* one Normal school
was unable to prepare enough teachers to meet the rapid In-
4
crease in demand* The Strode Bill at this same time provided
an annual appropriation of fB5,0G0*00 for the establishment
of graded elementary schools so as to eliminate some of the
5
one-room* one teacher schools* in the state* This act is im­
portant at the premmnt time only in that it led directly to 
the consolidation of schools* which procedure constituted the
■£* Ac% of r'p*556 j •Virginia' Journal of Id*"'7’Bay" .1908* : '
Dec.* 1913; Suavely, op.cit., p.56; Superintendent#a Report 
1910-1911 p.48.
S* Acts of the Assembly, 1908* p.69.
3. SuperIntendent ’s Report * 1908, p* 18*
4 . ibia% p.18: 1 ■ ■
5* Acts, ; 1908, p*69; Heatwold, p.385.
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.1
real beginning of the high school as a state institution.
Instead of so many poorly equipped schools pupils were trans­
ported to a central building. This step was highly desirable, 
since thereby a better quality of instruction and a more 
varied- program of study could be offered. In rural districts 
a high school department was usually added, thus creating an 
incentive to complete the grammar school and offering high 
school advantages at the proper time.
With the increase in state appropriations necessitated 
by the passage of the Mann High School Act and the other Acts 
of 1906 and 1908, it became necessary for the state to divert 
other funds to educational purposes and also to increase 
taxes whenever possible. In 1905 the income from the Literary 
Fund was the most Important source immediately available for
a
schools. But with the increased demand for more funds the
government directed that the tax on property owned by telephone
and telegraph companies and other corporations operating with-
3
in the state be used for school purposes. By 1910 opposition
to local taxation was fast dying out, although everywhere local
taxes were Increasing* In 1905 the entire state appropriation
was $1,128,262.00 while the loesl one was only $756,255.00*
In 1910 the state gave $1,645,712.00 and the local amount raised
1. " Consolidation of Schools"Had7been'advised" by"the SuperInten- 
dent of Public Instruction. Superintendent*s Beportt 1900- 
1901, pp.1-4.
3. Superintendentfs Beport, 1907—1908, p.22.
3. Ibid, 1905-1906, p. 6*'
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X
bad increased to #1,426*434.00. Also, the increase in the
number of high schools is a proof of the growing popularity
of free education* In 1906 there were 218 high schools in
B
Virginia receiving the sum of $50,000*00. For the session 
of 1907-1908 the number had increased to 22 9 and yet this 
amount remained unchanged* The lack of funds for ”the en­
couragement0 of high schools probably explains the small in- 
3
crease. The next school year, after the high school appro­
priation had been doubled, the number of high schools in-
4
creased tp 345* For the session of 1909-190.0 the number of
5
high schools increased to 396. While the general allocation
for high schools was #1 0 0 ,0 0 0 *0 0 , the amount actually spent
by the state that year was as follows; $161,375.00, for
salaries| #18,000*00 for the encouragement of agriculture and
domestic economy; #15,000.00 for normal training, thereby
making a total of #134,376.00 for the entire cost to the
6
state of operating 395 high schools. This does not include 
the sum spent on libraries, for which expenditure no separate 
account was kept*
The amount spent by the state for high schools and that 
TZ Suavely, op.oiff. ,r~ p.59l
2. SuperintenaentTs Heport,1906-1907, gives the number of 
High schools'"as""Mbs'; Payne, op.cit*, pp.5-55 gives the 
number as 162.
3. Superintendents Bepoxt, 1907-1908, p. 18*
4. $95,255"’wa s" actuaXly spent by the state for High School 
teachers salaries. Superintendent * a jReport, 1908, p.18.
5. Superintendent ♦ s Beport ,1910-1910, ^ *' IS.'
6 * ibjd,"a 1909—1.910* , p*20.
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for special features such as libraries, agriculture, etc*, 
more than doubled during the first four years* Even though 
the percentage of state high school funds decreased consider­
ably during this period, the percentage of those for all
grades of education also decreased from fifty to thirty-three 
1
percent *
The increase In the amount raised locally and the decrease 
In percentage spent by the state proves that the purpose of 
the high school appropriation, "to encourage the establishment 
of high schools", was being realized* tip to 1910 and for some 
time thereafter the main object of state aid was to encourage 
communities to establish schools, to stimulate the teaching 
of agriculture and domestic economy and to promote libraries 
in schools* This change in the attitude of the state will 
be discussed later on in this paper*
XT SnavelyTr opTcitT,"pTsEF*
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Chapter Y
Financing Secondary Education Since 1910
It has already been shovm how the Mann High School Bill
1
of 1906 advanced the cause of free secondary education. How­
ever * this legislation was not without its drawbacks, since 
it made possible the establishment of a great number ”of weak*
a
struggling high schools in close proximity to each other*
and without sufficient funds to finance them all properly.
The defects in the bill providing for state aid amounting to
from #250.00 to #400.00 for each high school established were
easily recognized. The amount of state aid, while sufficient
to give the necessary stimulus, availed very little in
supplying adequate funds. And, on account of restrictions
on local taxation, local funds were unable to make up for the 
3
deficiency*
This lack of funds, together with the small number of
pupils eligible for high school work in sparsely settled
communities, led to the passage of a bill allowing high school
4
subjects to be taught in schools of two, three or four rooms*
These schools, however, were prohibited from being within
two miles of a county high school and could be established
H  HallV'op• crft« » P»£*
2. QfShea» op.clt., p.144
3* Ylr&lnla Journal' of Education, Jan* 1920*
4. vfr'Sfnia" School"'Laws"'7 'see. 672; Acts, 1910, p.471; Code
of 1930, p* 160; Stauffer, op.cit., p.57; Journal 
Sep.* 1918; This Act was repealed in 1928. Acts, 1928, 
p.187.
1
only at the discretion of the State Board of Education. The
only high school work offered in some counties was in schools
of this kind* High school instruction was thus grossly
neglected# since the hill providing for schools of this class
stated that the high school must not interfere in any way
2
with elementary instruction*
This condition was deplored by those most interested in
the progress of secondary education* 4s early as 190? the
Virginia Education Association urged that the unwise
establishment of high schools he checked and insisted that
some counties# Instead of creating so many of these should
3
improve those already in existence. Such also was the advise
4
of the Superintendent of Public instruction* Some counties 
and districts followed an entirely different method of offer­
ing high school instruction. Since both local and state 
funds were inadequate to meet the demands# two or more adjacent- 
counties or districts established a high school for the bene­
fit of all children in. those counties or districts.. In some
instances buildings of old ante-bellum academies were con-
5
verted into high schools and used as such* This situation
IT ^T?lrgYnia"1 School Haws#''sec. 672. ' : '
2. VIrglnia S oho ol Laws, sec. 672# p. 22;Acts of the Assembly 
1 9l§* 1 p*~ 4?I; "Code» 1930. p. 161; Va* Journal1 "of" Id." JanT* 
1920. —  ' ~
3* Virginia Journal‘of Education,. Oct.# 190?# lune 1914.
4* Super lhten3ehtvaP ReportV"l’§16 * p. 46.
5. Pew London Academy inTtfedfore County is an example of this*
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resulted in the Assembly*s passing a law which allowed two
or more adjacent counties or school districts to establish
a high school for the pupils in those counties or districts,
and each county or each district was to participate in the
1
state allotment for high schools. Some districts that were 
unable to maintain.a high school found it cheaper to pay 
tuition and send its pupils to another district. To remedy 
this situation, it was determined that any district not 
operating a high school, but paying to another district 
tuition for high school pupils might also share in the state 
high school funds.
These conditions constitute the beginning of consolidat­
ing high schools. Consolidation of elementary schools had
been urged by Superintendents of Public Instruction before 
3
1900. While it was the aim of the Strode Bill of 190S to
*
eliminate one-room schools; consolidation was later on so 
extended as to include high schools. This prevented the 
smaller schools from attempting high school work. Superin­
tendents and others urged that the high school departments
of the smaller schools be removed and that pupils be trans-
4 , .
ported at public expense to a central high school building. It was
1; 7a. 'Journal o f l M ., AprllT 1920; '• W 7 1 ^ ^ o b T ~ £ a w a Se^ o
vr6^ ,;TStauffner p.57. School Laws. 3ec~.' p.gE
Stsuffner, op.cit., p.S71 Ya iburnaI of ^ducatio n »
April, 1920*
2; Va» School Laws, sec.,6 72; Stauffner, op.olt., p.56.
Yirglnia <Tourne1 of Education. May 1916.
3. Superintendent*sReports, 1&95-I9QI.
4. Superintendent*s Beports. 1916-1917, p.47*
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further pointed out that this would ha much better for the
pupils* Inasmuch as a varied program of studies could be
offered and Instruction of a "superior quality" would he 
1
possible* It was thought that these advantages could thus
he had at less expense than by the old method of establish-
S ’
lag schools in every community* Consolidation of high schools
met with much opposition from some of the leading citizens.
They believed that the greater the number of high schools
the "more effective these would be as instruments of second-
3
ary education*" While the arguments for and against consoli­
dation of high schools was going on, the State Board of Educat­
ion Inaugurated a new movement* which was the greatest of all 
measures in eliminating the smaller schools without resorting 
to extreme measures such as Influencing hostile assemblies* 
Ibis,was an effort on the part of the State Board of Education 
to make the high schools first class as far as possible*
This was to be done by setting up certain standards to be met, 
and schools were to be ranked according to how they met these 
standards* This standardization of Improvement of the curri­
culum was made by superintendents and principals with a view
4
of meeting college entrance requirements* and was put la
1*..'SnavafyV' op*clt* » p. 76 ~
Bm Sup qtintendent^s.Beporta * 1910-1925; Snavely, op *cl t.,
p*?S.
3. Superintendentf s Beports * 1916-1917, p*48*
4* C* ante p*; Superintendent's Beports* 1903, p. XXXVXIZ.
operation in 1906 * after the educations! surrey of 1905 showed 
that Virginia ranked so far below other states in educational 
facilities* The deficiency in -provision for secondary education 
was most noticeable* Hot only were the buildings and equip­
ment inadequate, but the number of teachers was also far too 
few for the number of pupils enrolled* Hie length of term 
was too short5 and there was likewise a noticeable lack of
uniformity in the programs of study offered by the high 
1 f
schools* In order to remedy these shortcomings, the State
Board of Education ruled that no secondary school should be
classed as a four-year school unless it had at least three
teachers giving full time to high school instruction* A
three-year high school must have one teacher giving full time
and another teacher giving half time to high school subjects*
Also, a uniform program of studies was to be arranged and the
school term was to be lengthened* Beeitation periods were to
2
be lengthened and made uniform for each class* The State 
Board of Education made a further effort at standardisation 
when it ruled that all state funds were to be apportioned to 
high schools according to rank* A standard four-frear high 
school was to receive an annual appropriation of not over 
$375*00, a four year high school not standardised was to re­
ceive an amount not exceeding $875*00. Each standard three-
1* Payne, op*cit.» p* 4*
2. Annual Report of High Schools, p. 6 ; Superintendent’s Report 
1915-1918, p.27. ~
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year high school might receive a sum not over $300*00; and
a three-year high school not standardised would receive a sum
1 * 
sot exceeding #280.00. High school funds were to be distri­
buted only to those districts in which the grammar grades
had been maintained for at least five months of the preceding 
2
year. In 1918, for the purpose of eliminating the unaccredit­
ed schools, the State Board of Education made an effort to 
organise all schools into standard four-year high schools 
and standard junior high schools. The latter class would at­
tempt only two years of high school work, but with its
3
course of study arranged along certain lines. In order to
do this, the state appropriation for these classes of schools
in 1920 was to be far above that for other schools. To a.
standard four-year high school the appropriation was not to
exceed $1,000*00, that to a standard junior high school was
not to exceed #800.00. Appropriations for the other schools
4
were to remain the same. Standardization was not for high 
schools only, but also for the elementary school®. A standard 
one-room school was to receive an annual bonus of #150.00, 
a standard two-room school would receive an annual bonus of 
$200.00, and a standard school of more than two rooms would 
receive #300.00 annually, There would ba a limit to this,
1." Wrg^lnia Journal" o'f Educat1on," November»'' 1918.
2. Code, 1* 1 ' '
918,sec. 705; Heport of the Education Commission,
p .27,
3. Superintendent*s Report, 1919-1920; p.29
4. Acts, "1920, p. 59; Suavely, op.cit.,p.56; Superintendert*s
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since no county sould receive bonuses amounting to more than 
1
#6,000.00. Any funds left over after all bonuses bad been paid
were to be apportioned to the counties with the number of ele-
£
mentary teachers as a basis. The length of term was also in** 
creased with standardisation. Mo state funds were to be dis­
tributed to any district in which.the elementary grades had not 
been maintained at least seven months Instead of five, or a 
term satisfactory to the State Board of Mucation, or unless
the local appropriation for the hi^h schools amounted to 50^ or
3
more of the state appropriation. In 1930 the term was raised
to a minimum of eight months or twenty days longer than the
4
previous year. For all other schools no state funds were to
be allowed unless the schools kept open eight and a half or
nine months when the school ran six days to the week, or unless
5
the counties levied the maximum school tax.
The improvement in the high school system was- almost
phenomenal. At present, high school instruction is offered
6
in ^well equipped, well maintained consolidated schools. n
The decrease in the number of high schools and the
XT Suavely, op.citT» p.66'
Quperintendentys ,)I922-1923. p.14 
Beport f
3. Acts, 1920, p. 62; Virginia School laws, sec. 627, p.£2 
Suavely, op.cit., p.56
4. Code, 1930, pir. 160, 155,145; Acts 1930, p.878;Suavely; 
op.cit., p.57
1920, p.69; Code 1930, pp.882-882.
6. O ’Shea, op.cit, p.144.
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increase in the number of those accredited show the result of 
standardization, Due to shrinkage in the number of unaccredit­
ed schools the number of high schools decreased from 628 in 1934
1 ’ 2 
to 620 in 1935, Of these 466 were accredited, There was also
an increase in the number of.five and six year high schools.
In 1933-1934* 22,188 pupils were transported to consolidated
3
high schools.
While consolidation of high schools has unbonbtedly to 
a certain extent increased the enrollment, the modification 
of the courses of study in accordance with the philosophy 
of the ”New Curriculum” was probably more responsible for the 
increase in Interest in rural communities. Many pupils 
had dropped out of school after finishing the grammar grades, 
alleging that the curriculum offered in the high schools and 
arranged to meet college entrance requirements did not satisfy 
the needs and demands of the average rural high school student. 
Many of these pupils were not mentally endowed for such work, 
and others questioned the value of an education of this kind 
when they were either not able or had no desire to attend 
colls ge. In addition to the doubts as to the value of the 
old curriculum, there was an Increasing demand for secondary 
education In the trades and Industries. The Superintendent 
of Public Instruction as early as 1903 had recognized the Ira-
JZ Superintendent?s Seport, 1933-1934* p.21. 1
2. Ibid, 1933-1934, P.El.
3. Ibid., 1933-1934, p.118,
portance of offering education In trades and industries in
1
public schools. The first effort to do this was made in
1906 when the Assembly appropriated a sum to be used ”to
Z
encourage the teaching of agriculture” In the.schools. In 
1910 a further means of encouragement to industrial train-,
ing was made when the Assembly gave #50,000.00 for the estab-
3
llshment of the ten agricultural high schools. In 1912 the
state added #2,000.00 to encourage the teaching of manual 
4
training. For seme time the Federal government had been 
Interested In the progress of instruction in vocational train­
ing and In the improvement In agricultural methods through 
instruction In the high schools. It was evident that, if 
more industrial training was to be accomplished, some finan­
cial encouragement was necessary. Consequently, Congress 
passed the 0mith-Hughes Act, which provided for a Federal 
appropriation tc states which accepted its conditions. Accord­
ing to this act the Federal government agreed to match state 
appropriations dollar for dollar in the establishment of de­
partments for vocational training in all high schools which wo­
uld meet Certain requirements of Federal government.
The Virginia Assembly accepted the conditions of the Smlth-
TZ £>upori nt end en 1 * s' Reports' I903-l9lO
2. Cf. ante, p.
3. Cf', ante, p.
4. Acts, 1912, p.52; Virginia Journal of Education, March 
1914; Super!ntendentvs Beport, 1914-1915, p.17.
ai
Hughes Act » February-23,1913>and’atte&ptdd to make an appro-
1
prlation of $63,000,00 to secure Federal Aid* However, for
the first two years the state contribution fell below the
amount of Federal aid but in 1920 the General Assembly met
2
in full its obligation -in tfeemetter *
By the Act accepting the Smith-Hughes Bill the State Board
of Education became also a Board of Vocational Education. The
duty of this Board was to encourage education in trade and
3
Industries and to receive the Federal appropriation. The
State Board then turned the Federal funds over to the State
Treasurer to be apportioned just as other funds, but to be
4
separate from them. When the Assembly accepted the Smith- 
Hughes Act, it withdrew the appropriation from the agricultur­
al high schools, since it could not afford both, However, 
the latter were allowed the privilege of reorganizing under 
the Smith-Eughes Act. Vocational education was not a twenthith 
century innovation. It had its beginning in 1646, when the 
Mouse of Burgesses passed a law for the establishment of an
industrial school at ,fJames Citty". The same idea was again
6
©repressed in the laws governing apprenticeship in 1676. How­
ever, pupils of the' twentieth century availed themselves of
Second^ Audit o f p^'^y1 Fa! School'" Laws', 1923,
k.p.60; Code 1924, p.1003; Acts, 1918, pp.131,132; Super­
intendents Report» 1917-191B, p.48; 1918-1919, p.40, 
1920,p.37;1922-1923, p.40; Va* Journal of Education, Sept.
1918; Suavely qp.cit., p.79~y~lfa* Code.
2* Acts , 1920, p .674 ©'
3. Virginia School Laws, sec., 625, & 137, p. 6.
4. Va « ScSooT’XawsI 1923, sec.14, n.60; Code, 1924, par.1003 g.
5. Sup*t lieportTT917-1918. p.48*
6. HenTng, VoTr I. pp.336-337, vol III, p.298.
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the training thus offered to a far greater extent than did 
those of the seventeenth century. The importance and the pop­
ular! ty of vocational education appear in the increased ap­
propriations made for its maintenance. While the amount ex­
pended did not always ecpial the appropriation* the amount dis­
bursed for this class of education was often more than 
the amount spent by the state for instruction in all of the 
fhigh schools. A comparison of the funds are as follows:
Yocatiohal 
Education
^Maintenance 
of AgxvHigh 
Schools
German- 
ent im­
provemen­
ts in Agr 
&Voc.dept.
llgE Scidol 
Appro 
at ionDate
i918-519 
I920—*31 
*23 
*30 
*31 
*32
*33 
*34 
*35
1929*
1930*
1931*
1932*
1933-
1934*
^65,834.15 
171,070.60
187,441*33 
201,102,71
288,850.64
203.904.00
206.752.00
193.735.00
254.051.00
#'48,802.24
32,672.85
48,345.59
37,744.19
47.000.00
40.000.00
40.000.00
• Home 
Economics
f 86.00 
21,682.57 
33,329.79
30,015.19
15.000.00
15.000.00
15.000.00
&  *  9- *  O  4»  #  &
15000.00
5000.00
3578.00
5000.00
5000.00
185,243 15 
217,715.81 
191,622.50
187,430.00 
172,905.70
178.000.00
178.000.00
178.000.00 
164 ,415 .00
tip to 1980 the principal purpose of state aid to secondary 
education, according to the wording of the acts passed for this 
purpose, was to encourage the communities to make the necessary 
provisions for high school instruction. While this idea was not 
incorporated in the constitution, all acts passed before 1920 ;
IJ Second AuSitorTsTReports, 1915-1927; Comntro11er*s Deports 
1927-1935^ ' ~
2. The purpose of this appropriation was to provide for extension 
work in Agriculture, domestic science, canning and gardening. 
Superintendent*a Bgport, 1920-1921; Acts, 1920,pp.138-139.
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gave this as the purpose of state aid. Between 1920 and 1936 
it was necessary for the state to change its attitude in re­
gard to financial aid to communities* By this time there had 
developed two separate purposes for state aid* which were 
applicable to elementary as well as to secondary education5 
namely* to offer encouragement and to provide for special
1
features not necessarily connected with classroom instruction.
In thus providing for special features the state meant to gi’se
financial support to such functions as supervision* health,
education, etc.
The Superintendent of Public Instruction, his associates
and adminstrative staff had been assigned the general'super—
2
vision of rural elementary and secondary schools. In 1918 a
special provision was made for supervision of rural elementary
schools. The State Board of Education agreed to pay one-half^
the salary of the supervisor or #500*00. When this salary was
increased, the state agreed to pay two thirds of the entire
sum. For the session of 1933-1934, forty-two counties had
3
made provision for rural elementary supervision. The state 
appropriations ape: for 1920-1921, #56,836.3?; for X924-19B5,
the state appropriation was §90,840.62; for 1930-1931, the app­
ropriation, still increasing, amounted to #9?,968.34* How­
ever, for the session of 1933-1934 there was a noticeable
XT sHavely, ocuei'tl'T p. 73
2. House document 4, part. 1, p.6*
3. Superintendentrs Report» 1927, p. 8
8 4
1
decrease* It was then #81,902.14. The main purpose of super­
vision of secondary education was to prove the value of the
curriculim, which has not yet teen fully accepted by the state*
2
In 1932 there were appointed special high school supervisors*
While in 1927 the State ^oard of Education was authorized to ”do
all things necessary to encourage supervisory activities and la-
3
tereat in elementary and secondary education”*
In spite of the many additions to the school activities,
educators Insisted that the school system was not complete
and would not be complete until the state should assume ad-
4
equate protection of the health of school children* This demand
was later amended so as to urge that the state provide for the
5
physically, mentally and socially maladjusted child* The state 
has attempted to do all this* In 1920 the State Board of Edu­
cation agreed to pay one-half of the salary of the physical 
director, and one-haIf of the salary of each nurse and physican 
employed by local Boards to care for the health of school child­
ren. The dentist was guaranteed an annual salary of #300*00.
He was allowed a fee of 50£ for each treatment * If his fee 
did not amount to the i300*D0 the deficit would be paid by the
6
state and county, each responsible for one-half of the shortage*
n  ib'l &'» 19§30l934, p*17o ! ”  '
2. Annual Report of Supervisor of Sec* Ed.* 1922-1923* p.4
_  ■ I ■— * — * * * * » * « ■ ■ ■ . .  . 1 1 * * 1 i i t n g V ' * . ■   * ! „  t f l r * , . !  m u I r i ■ ! >       » » r* n .    w u r  m ,  ,.i •  9 *■
3. Code,1930, p.149*
4. ¥irginia Journal of Education, May, 1918, October, 1919*
5* Ibl a 7, KovemberV~J19B0 *
6. Acts, 1920, p.09; Suavely, op.cit*,p!87*
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Also, schools for the blind were to he established in every
1
community in which there were six or more blind children.
That same year the act providing for physical education was
so amended as to include care of sight and hearing of school
2
children and to vaccinate them when ever necessary. Ho 
separate provision was made for physical education in the
elementary and secondary schools, for the same directors
were usually able to take care of both. The appropriations
for Physical education are as follows?
o
V
Date
Amount appropriated by 
the state for physical 
education.
1919 - 1920
1920 - 1921 
1922 - 1923 
1925 -11926 
1930 - 1931 
1933 - 1934
$ 854.15 
16,294.49 
20,813.54 
26,368.23 
26,966.75 
18,650.00
Hiis decrease in 1953-1954 was due to adverse political
interference during the depression and not to lach of interest
in education on the part of educators or of the general public.
• With-the exception of normal training In the high schools, the
need of larger state appropriations in all state aided aeti~
viti es was plainly urgent* In 1910 the state gave §15,880.00
XI Sha ve ly ," op . c it* ' p‘. 18TI 1 ~~ ~ ! :
B+ Code, 1950, p.187;
3* Second Auditor's Beports, 1919-1920; Comptroller *s Report 
1950-19357“
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for this purpose. In 19X5 the demand was so great that
1
#20*495.00 was appropriated. In 1916 the appropriation amount­
ed to #19*715.00 and in 1917 it remained about the same* 
#19,565.00. The following year it increased to #20,165.00.
In 1918 the State Department ruled that normal training offer­
ed in the high school should be offered as the fifth year in
2
a standard four year high school. The State Board offered
#350.00 each to schools organized in this manner on condition
3
that the community would raise an equal amount. This measure
was not vary popular, for only fifteen counties and four cities
made application, the total amount spent by the state for normal
*
training having amounted to only #9,480.64. This sum decreased
each year until 1921-19S2, when appropriations ceased to be
5
made for the purpose.
The Library Fund was another aid applied, both to ele­
mentary and secondary education. We have already seen that
In 1908 the first library fund was created for the purpose
6
of *encouraging the establishment of school libraries". An 
.appropriation of #5,000.00 was made for this purpose. In 
1910 the appropriation was raised to #10,000.00. Some com­
munities were unable to raise the #30.00 necessary to receive
T2 Sec m xsL 'AudiTor rs Report»1 19151 pTSsT&S
2. Superintendent*s Report, 1917-1918, p.23.
3. Ibid, 19l7-I9I^, p.23.
4. Second Auditor*s Report, 1919, pp.34, 35; Sutlerintendentya
Report , 1918-1919, p.27.
5. Second Auditorfs Report, p.35.
6. Acts, 1908, Gf. ante, p.
mthis money so only a little over $3,000*00 was aetna11y spent 
by the state that year* The state appropriation remained at 
$10*000*00'until 1919, when it was increased to #19,000*00.
In 1933 the state aid for libraries was #32,369*03. In 192? 
the state appropriated #38,111*19 for this fund. The amount 
spent by the state’for libraries decreased to §11,250.00 in 
1930, hut went up to #68,254.94 in 1931* In 1952 the appro­
priation again fell to #11,250.00. It decreased again in 1935*
1
That year the state spent only #9,506*00 for this purpose.
For the session of 1910-1911 the state made appropriations
for the general high school fund for libraries, for agriculture
and domestic science departments In the high school. The only
addition before 1918 was manual training, which was added to
2
the curriculum 'in 1912*
In 4920 the high school appropriation was raised to
$200,000*00* However, only #196,675.00 was available for the 
3
session* Of this amount not more than $15,000.00 was to be 
used for home economics; #45,000*00 for agricultural high 
schools; this amount was to be used for maintenance and equip­
ment of agricultural high schools, for extension work In gar-
4
de ning, canning and domestic science. $76,730*86 was appro-
5
printed to meet Federal aid according to the Smlth-Hughes Act*
In addition to this disbursment the state gave $2,816.84
1TI Second Auffitor *¥' Heport ; p.3b* ! ! ! ' ~ ~ ’
£» Of* ante, p
3* Second Auditor’s Report, 1921, p.37; Supt* Report, 1920- 
1921,p.106.
Acts of the Assembly, 1920, pp. 13S-139.
5* Super!liFen^entys Seport, 1920-1921, p. 106*
as
for the teaching of vocational education in Biehjuond, Horfolic
1
and Petersburg* There was an increase in the amount spent by
the state during the next five years * Some of this was due to
special features such as supervision, physical education, etc.
The table below gives a comparison of state financial aid
for secondary schools during the sessions of 1917*1918, 1919*
£
1920 and 1920*1936 in the order named*
For High 
Schools
’Borman
Training
Department
Agr i cultural 
Department
Vocational 
and Home 
Economics
Depa rtroent
* 11 bra?- 
ry 
Fund
'Physical
Education*
# 98,965.00 *#20,165*01
f
#37,034.80
F"
$ 4,164.25 '$5,000
99,532.59 * 3,900*00 *136,619.95 ► 19,789*14 120,000 854.19
218,147*84 > * * * * . . * * » »260,868*95 > 32,329*79 '37,600 ' 36,268.22
In 1927 and 1928 there was an increase in some state appro*
priations while others remained the same* However , on the whole
there was no decrease and no probability that there would be any®
At this time consolidation of high schools was at its height
and counties applied to the legislature for permission to
borrow money by issuing bonds in order to build these schools
3
according to state regulations* One county borrowed as much as
§200,000*00 for this purpose, and others followed with smaller
4
amounts; §80,000*00, #60,000*00,etc* Beginning with the 
TZ ibid» p* 24
2. Second Auditor’s Report, 1918, 1920, and 1988; Superinten­
dent»aTfieport» 1917*1918 , 1919*1920, 1925*1926.
3. Acts of the Assembly, 1927, pp*41# 42, 184, 185, 465.
4. Ibid* , 1927, pp.41,42,164, 165, 485.
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session of 1939-1930, there was a decided decrease in all
state funds* ^di* 'this reason there was a decrease in the
appropriations for high schools, but other appropriations
1
remained practicably the same* In 1930 the general appro­
priation was slightly increased, but it did not reach 
#300,000.00; and nothing new was added to the list for state 
aid until 1933.' That year school funds were curtailed* Taxes: 
were not being paid, and all- local funds were far short 
of the needs. In order to aid communities it was suggested 
that county supervisors be authorized, temporarily of course,
to transfer a part of the road funds derived from tax on
3
gasoline and other motor fuels to local school funds. This 
proposal was unpopular with the political leaders, who wished 
.the road funds to remain intact, and was therefore never en­
acted into law, though its operation would ha^e prevented the
schools in some sections from closing before the end of 
3
eight months. For the session of 1933-1953 state funds
4
available for the high school amounted to only #148,616.83, 
and all other appropriations were necessarily decreased. Short­
ly before the schools opened, a reduction of 50$ in funds for 
educational purposes was declared by executive order. This was 
a very serious matter, since all school levies had been de-
T7* Second Audltdr^s' BeportV^uperKtend^t^s ’Meportsi" lllo- f r7
1930;
3. Acts., 1953, p.536.
3. Superintendent's Heport, 1933-1933, p.15 
4; Ibid, 1953-19537"p736,’"
5, Ibid, 1933-1933, p.13.
mcided on In &arch* This condition, more serious in seme 
counties than in others, was greatly relieved by a Federal 
appropriation and a special state fund of 1150,000*00 for
1
the purpose of maintaining schools for at least eight months« 
This equalization plan applicable to elementary as well as 
to high schools, was thus of great assistance in relieving 
conditions, especially wherever it was difficult to collect 
local taxes * And without this special fund and the aid from 
the Federal government, the school system would have suffered 
to a much greater extent. For the session 1935-1934 the state 
appropriation for high schools was only $118,901*00, while 
the amount available after all funds were turned in was only
s
$108,909*44, which was far below former amounts spent since 
3
1920. The Assembly also gave the State Board of Education
authority to nake loans to county and city Boards in order to
4
keep schools open at least eight months. But this was only
a temporary measure, since the state school system was facing
a crisis caused by the lack of funds to carry out the plans for
state aid to communities.
The increase in state control over various educational
activities necessitated an increase in appropriations. This,
in turn, called for an increase in the tax levy, for a more
T T  "iSiST"1932-1933'»''p.13 ' ' ' ‘ “
2* Ibid, 1932^1933, pp.Ill,116; Oomptroller*s Report, 1933, 
1934, p*66.
3. Second Auditorfs Beports, 1920-1927.
4. Acts, 1954, pTSlfT
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rigid enforcement of tax laws insuring the collection of taxes 
1
levied and also the probable diverting of other funds for
school purpos es*
Up to 1916 the old ten cent tax of 1871 had not been 
3
Increased# All school funds were derived from this ten cent
tax* a one cent tax on real estate and personal property and
special assistance from the legislature# That year the M a *
national Association petitioned the legislature for more
*
generous help, .with the result that the tax rate was raised
to fourteen cents* This rate was increased to twenty cents
in 1930, and local tax rates were also increased so that
taxation rates varied from not less than fifty cents to not
5
more than #2*98 on the hundred dollars worth of property. 
However, the state realised that some counties were more able 
to be taxed for the support of eduoati n than others. Par this
reason the limits of local taxation in'certain eo&sHmlties
6
were from a minimum of 50$ to a maximum of §1*00* In 1930
the list of-property to be taxed for educational purposes was
7
greatly increased* Hands for all school purposes - were then
available from an increased state list, from the literary Fund,
T Z  ' Meiolu tjoia "'"'oW" *193'4',1 St a te ^T©a€ffier *
2. WrgMia^Journal of Mucation* May* 1916'* *
3* ISphlSV "M^catiSa^,1'Prepare^ness, p* 4
4* ' V1 r&i nia '^onrnai of WucstlbnT'lorember» 1916.
5. Acts, 1918, pp, 569V"570; Ya. Journal of Bd* , May 1918;
Acts, 1828, p*1424 ! '
6* Acts# 1918, p.570; Acts, 1936, p.844; Code, 1930, p*16S*
7. ¥a. Journal of £d«»‘Jan., 1920; Acts, 1926, p. 1053; 1088;
Code, 1950 , p* 3.
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1
from local taxation and from private donations* With the
restrictions on local taxation removed, to a certain extent,
local funds greatly increased* Communities were also allowed to
levy an^additional capitation tax of #1*00 for local school 
*
purposes* This- rapid increase in school funds regretfully led'' - 
to many extravagant and unwise expenditures during the years 
preceding the great depression. *he school system of our state 
still suffers C1936} from the results of this folly, and this 
was greatly accentuated by the latter unpredictable event*
While to the General Assembly is due the credit of pass­
ing educational bills, the Virginia Educational Association 
and the Cooperative Education Association are largely responsi­
ble for influencing this legislation. Also, the teachers in 
local organizations kept the idea of universal education before 
the people of the communities, and thus helped greatly to in­
fluence voters* The educational associations held annual meet­
ings with the aim of inspiring legislators to make a more liber­
al contribution to the cause of free education, both by the 
state and by localities. *fo their credit alone are the High 
School Act of 1906. and the Acts of 1930, both of which increased 
state appropriations* *fhey had worked for this purpose many
years* The teacher’s Associations also labored successfully
3
for the removal of restrictions on local taxation*
X I Sriav e l  y , op V c l  t  * ", p *56* ; 1 1 1 ~ —
2. Virginia ^chSoi Laws, 1933, p* 7; Bulletin § 4, State 
Board of lid.
3. See Beports of these Associations for 1910-1934.
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The State Board of MucatIon reeogniz&& the importance
of these organizations, and each year makes them a small hut
1
helpful donation. The state also provides an appropriation 
for financing the annual meeting of the State Teacher*a 
Association*
1“  3econdAucTitor^l^ports” 1.91^1^B?^'''(fomptT6ller'fs Hepor
•' ■ i *       H I ' n m w . w i    mtrnrm mm, ~ ,mmu»\
1938-19357
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C h ap te r V I
Present trends
According to the report of the survey made fey the Edu­
cation Comnission in 192?, Virginia was declared deplorably
1
apathetic in respect to universal education* However accurate
&At
or inaccurate this statement may have been# certain present
trends indicate that the state is extending its influence more
and more over the functions of our public schools and is
actually tending to include under education numerous projects
3
which were foruerly not connected with school work at all* 
Indeed, the state is now constantly making increased annual 
appropriations to assist in financing these various projects.
Questions naturally arise as to the jurisdiction of the 
state over education, I.e., the extent to which the state 
should control this function, what part of the cost it should 
assume, why the state should bear any part of the cost at all, 
and what right the state has to tax all of the people for 
public education In particular.
Thus far, there Is little new in the present trend towards 
state control and state support of education. Thomas Jefferson
_  rjr™~9 ^  , : ■ r— ■
2. This refers to the large number of children between the 
ages of 6 and 14 that do not attend any school. Also 
Virginia is, at present lukewarm in respect to free 
secondary education. In 192? there were 25 counties.in 
which tuition was charged for high school work.-0 f Sh ea 
op.cit.» p«187*
3« There are 61 educational projects. Suavely, op,cit»,p*10?t 
quotes L. V* HaulIn, State Aid for Educational Projects.
pp. 8-11.
mcan truly be called the father of this policy® He advocated 
It for several reasons. He believed that the masses should 
be educated that all citizens might be.able to take an intelli­
gent part in the government; and, when it became evident in
1
1816 that no county was disposed to begin popular education, 
he thereupon urged the state itself to assume control, Mr* 
Jefferson advocated the latter procedure as an economical 
measure, for he believed that there would be fewer criminals 
if the people were educated. He stated that if children "were- 
intangled in ignorance and vice it would in th© future cost
s
far more dearly as a consequence than it would have done in
2
previous correction by a good education,n 'The author of the 
Declaration of independence was also the author of th© Bill 
for Religious Freedom in Virginia, In order to eliminate the 
narrow church control of education he advocated state control 
as preferable, Oeorge Washington also believed in state con­
trol of education, Iher© is no record of any assertion from 
him referring to local control; but in his farewell address, 
he urged the states to make provision for a syst em of educa­
tion which would extend ’♦from the richest to the poorest at
w
the earliest possible moment,w
As we have mentioned in former chapters, notwithstanding
opposition to state aid for education, a system of free schools.
T, Horrls ons,^Beginnings,p,9» ! ' ' “  ‘ ‘
S. Maphis, gdueat1otiai,' Preparedness, p,7
3* Smith, Common ^ehooll,Mducatlon, p. 9, quotes Washington*s 
Farewell Address.
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thus msnltained continued to be advocated by educators and
other prominent citizens until finally a provision for the
measure was incorporated in the Constitution of 1851. later
constitutions however,— those of 1869 and 1902— gave far more,
extensive control and support. And their support was,further
. 1
strengthened at various times by favorable Acts of the Assembly^,
Due to the wise suggestions of Dr. Ruffner, Dr. Bears,
Dr. Ourry and other eminent educators, the educational program
of the Dnderwood Constitution was so sound that the Const!-
2
tution of 1902 made but few changes. Education had been long 
recognized as one of the institutions which concerned the 
people as a whole, and was therefore manifestly a state re- 
sponsibility* Accordingly centralized control of education 
was asserted in the Constitution of 1902 in the fallowing 
language, "The General Assembly shall establish and main­
tain an efficient system of free public education throughout 
4
the state." The Assembly recognized that local communities 
must have a large share in this matter that the best results 
might be obtained. Therefore, it delegated a part of the 
responsibility to these in an act which stated that the 
counties themselves must establish a system of education and 
that the "school boards of each and every district are empowered
JZ C f   an te ^  p i  ^  ‘
2. cT.a5Ee~, p.
3. Suavely, op.cit., p.42
4. Constitution of 1902, sec.120; Cf.ante p.
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1
and required to maintain the public free schools* for a certain 
term. But this did not remove* nor was it intended to re­
move from the state its acknowledged responsibility* !^he Act 
merely meant that the state- accepted this responsi bl1ity and 
recognized its power to divide responsibilities with the local 
unit* The more radical supporters of state control construed 
the Acts of the Assembly in regard to education to mean that
education was a state function operating in communities with 
s
local aid* Others went so far as to advocate either state or
national control and to declare that the communities should
0
be permitted to exercise no authority over education* The 
survey staff of 1927 recommended that secondary education be 
a state and not a local institution and that only studies
4
suitable for the pupils of that community should be taught.
According to the constitution, the State Board of Educa­
tion is given all control over the educational system of the 
state. Tlals delegated authority is further strengthened by 
the addition of a State Department of Education, which was 
established for the purpose of ‘’properly carrying out those
functions of government included under the general heading,
5
Public Education*. This department is composed of the State 
Board of Education, the State Superintendent of Public In-
XI Acta of the Assemb 1 y» '19047‘ p.I'dl/
2. Map^fi7',‘,oprcI17, p.7
3. Mapbis, op.cit., p. 3; Virginia Journal of Education,
hay, 1919®
Public. Education fleport, 1927, p.47.
5. Ball, Trends 'in ■Education, p. 4.
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struction and a professional staff which consists of the
following divisions; Research and Finance* Higher Eeucabloa,
Instruction* Vocational Education* Buildings* Libraries and 
1
textbooks*
With such an organisation to make public education effective*
we can readily* see that extensive power might be assumed by the
state, indeed* there are no constitutional restrictions on
state control in this regard. In addition to an undoubted con?*
stltutional right in the matter* there must also be added
the undeniable responsibility of the state for the education
of its citizens, 'Time and again it has been demonstrated that
education of the youth cannot safely be left to the community.
Some counties are more able to support good schools without st
2
state aid than are others, therefore* without state financial
aid the purpose of a complete and uni form system of education
would be impossible; for educational opportunities would not be
3
equal in the communities. And since the state has acknowledged 
a responsibility for the uplift of its citizens through ed­
ucation. that it should bear a large share, if not
all of the cost of instruction; for a ^responsibility of the
government must ultimately carry with it responsibility for its 
4
support.*,
Authorities have always differed and will always continue
TT" Ibid., p.4 “ ' 1 ■
2. Maphls, op.cito, p. 4
3. It Is ture that educational opportunities are far from 
equal at present but the state has gone a long way since 
1902,
4. 0’Shea, op.cit., p.336,
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to differ so to tine part of the financial burden the state 
3hould assume* These differences of opinion vary from com­
plete support to only enough support to encourage, or stimulate* 
the communities to a complete' fulfillment* But all are agreed
that education is a state function and that the state should
1
bear a part of the financial burden* The lowest percentage
advocated was 33% which, in the opinion of the Educational
P
Commission of 1927, would be.the state's share. Others insist
that the state assume at least one-half or two-thirds of the 
3
cost, and continue to bear an increasing proportion of the 
4
burden* Still others maintain that the State's share should be
5
from 90 to 100% of the cost of instruction*
The controversy over taxation to support public education
has been discussed in a former chapter, and the advocates
have been shown as fairly successful. Still, the general
public has not yet fully realized its responsibility in the
matter* It, is an accepted theory by every civilized nation
that governments should protect their citizens In every way.
If this be true, then it is argued that the government not
only has the rlg":t to levy taxes for the support of education,
but it is as much a duty to do so as it is to provide for
n  rfesolutlons' of the Va. ’ Ed. ' Assoc* , " flbv* 1916; Nov. ,l92&,NoV*
l&gy.'1IT- Q ?Sliea a op*eft., p*W;""'Snavely. op.cit* , p.310 
2* O'Shea, op.cit*, p.36.
3* Besolutions of Ifa. Ed* Assoc.* Nov. , 1916, Nov., 1925,
Nov. , 1927; Suavely, op.cit.*, p. 112.
4. Besolutions Ua* Sd. Assoc*. Nov., 1927, Fss. in office.
5* Suavely, op.cit., p.90.
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1
penitentiaries, or, in the words of Macaulay ’’whoever had the
2
right to hang has the right to educate**’ Also, the public
free school principle which makes free education possible,
rests on the-.fact that the property of the state must be used
3
to- educate the people of the state* To do this the property
of the rich and poor must be taxed ’’with an even hand and the
4
result be used for the benefit of all** Many educators claim 
that our present system Is a state system in name only* They , 
urged that It be made one in reality* They advise that state 
taxes be raised for the purpose of placing schools directly
under state control, thereby removing them entirely from local
5
influences*
The first and chief purpose of state aid to education, 
according to the constitution of 1869, Is to provide equal 
educational opportunities for all* In 1906, after the As­
sembly had passed the Mann High School Act, the purpose of state 
aid was then defined as "an act to aid and encourage** the es­
tablishment of free secondary schools in the counties, and this 
objective was paramount until 1918. The purpose of state aid
was then defined as "an act to equalize educational opportuni-
6
ties and to provide for special features*"”" To this latter
purpose has been added a design to equalize educational costs*
i7';r"MapEiTirj ■ P• 90* ' ‘ ' ! ~
2* Quoted, Maphis, op*eit., p*10*
3. Thomas, Fre e Sehool 'Prjnoiple, p*10
4* Ibid, pTiorfESii' KlaarFHd* £ Baee Problems, p.3.
5* Virginia State Teacher Vs Quarterly,"1912-1913-1914*, p*71*
6* Suavely, op.cit*, p*61*
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The first efforts to improve educational facilities and
to offer equal opportunities to all was through standardization,
consolidation of schools, compulsory education and the addition
of vocational training to the curriculum. However, state con-
\
trol did not end with the incorporation of these functions 
merely as a part of the state system. Indeed, the tendency 
at present is to extend each of these'that they may ho direct* ; 
ed and controlled hy the state as much as possible. In this 
endeavor the state standard course of study has been so re­
vised as to give the teacher more freed css In teaching, to en­
able her to get away from the dull mechanical methods of the 
past, and to teach useful facts In such a way that the pupil
may happily develop the proper civic knowledge, habits, skills
1
and attitudes. For this reason the modern tendency in the 
equipment of school buildings Is to arrange more room for 
work shops, reading rooms, etc. There Is also a trend in the 
direction of a minimum required program of secondary educa­
tion for four years which shall be financed jointly by the state 
and locality, the letter being responsible for the buildings,
transportation of pupils, and the general cost of maintenance,
2
the former meeting the entire cost of Instruction. 'Since this 
new program of studies calls for specially prepared personnel, 
the state must appropriate a minimum salary scheducl of $720.00 
for each teacher. This amount was to be supplemented by those 
communities which might desire to do so. The plan also provides
XT BallV op. cit»ftrrnp." '  1 '
2. Hall, opvcl£.» p. 7
for expert supervision of all schools and for the state ul-
1
timately to furnish free teaching equipment* This plan was
3
approved by the Assembly in 1934, but funds were not then
available for Its operation*. However, the state did agree.to
.3
a minimum salary of #463*00.
In providing equal educational opportunities for all, it
was deemed necessary for the new curriculum to embody certain
features meeting the needs and demands of the people and for
the state to provide the necessary financial aid, In the
vocational educational classes, instruction for boys was not
only given in school but provision was also made for part
time work, either in the evenings or in extension classes.
Instruction was offered for courses in carpentry, automobile
mechanics, masonry, printing, bricklaying and other useful 
4
occupations. For girls, instruction in home economics con­
sisted in such courses as foods, home management, health and
&
related subjects* The funds for these courses were to come
from three sources; the state and federal governments, which
should pay two thirds, and from the localities, sfeich should
6
be responsible for the remaining third* Bo important and so 
popular was this type of education that local support increased 
noticeably. In 1937-1938 the Federal government was paying
r  ibla, pT"7
2. Acts of the Assembly, 1934,
3. Va, Journal of bC ~T~Jan. 1935.
4. S'riaVely, op.cit., p. 80;
5. Ibid, p.~B5
6. IFIcT, p. 80
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more than 37$* *®wo years later local funds had increased -9 and
1
accordingly the federal funds defrayed only 38$ of the cost*
It was also found expedient that the state so extend Its 
jurisdiction over education as to include the health of the
a
school children first, over the territory at large, and finally 
over the communities in particular* At present, clinics are 
held in communities for the purpose of taking care of the 
physical disabilities, not only of children of school age, hut 
also of those of pre-school age* state subsequently found
it necessary to enlarge the sphere of vocational education so 
as to include vocational rehabilitation* In this way the 
state extended its aid to those physically handicapped and 
mentally retarded, and thus made a step forward in "equalizing 
educational opportunities*" Public school teachers were in­
structed to discover physically handicapped children and get 
in touch with the proper authorities in order to take care of 
them either in one of the 138 special classes organized in 
the fcity public schools, or in institutions for the deaf, dumb 
and blind* Ihose children who did not qualify for attendance 
In these schools were to be taken care of by the public school
teacher until more adequate provisions could be made for their 
8
training*
Hot only has the state provided for the physically handi­
capped child of school and pre-school age through vocational
TZ Suavely^ op»c~itT*, p * SO ’ ’ ‘ — -
2* Hall, op*cit. * P-.-13*
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rehabilitation , but provision has also been made to care for
the adult as well* With the help of the Rehabilitation
01vision, adults are trained in those occupations in whieh
their physical disabilities are not handicaps* After a trade
has been mastered, the government assists them In obtaining 
1
employment. In 1954 two hundred and three such persons re­
ceived employment, and in 1955 there were 35,835 persons in 
rehabilitation classes. About five-sixths of them were study­
ing is elementary subjects, while about 1889 were in regular
2
vocational classes* This rehabilitation service is supported.
jointly by the state and the national Government through the
F, E* B. A* The national Government appropriates ^1,000,000*00
annually to be distributed among the states according to pop- v
ulatioa* The state must match this allocation dollar for dol- 
5
lar. It has been hoped that this interest now manifested by
the Federal Government ms; lead to an even greater interest in
the future, Educators believe that on account of the depression
the Federal Government should continue to assist the states to
4
a "restoration of educational losses recently undergone** The 
Idea of national aid to states was supported by the Virginia
5
Educational Association and by the KL S. A. as early as 1933*
In 1931 the H.E.A* resolved to do all things necessary to feeep
education in its "rightful place, as first in the life cf the
T2 i M d , pp.19,10* ' ~ 1 ' ' ~~ ~~ ■
Z • Ha 11, op » cl t *, p * 2 0 *
3. Ibid, p*20
4. Resolutions of State Teacher*s Association, 1935, MSS,
5* Resolutlohs'of " Va* Teacher*s 'Assoelation, 1928, 1927,1950,
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nation" and advised the Federal government to aid localities
1
and states to equalize educational opportunities.
Probably the most important of all recent educational trends 
in Virginia is the one that aims to equalize the cost of educa­
tion* It is a well known fact that some counties are unable to
2 , v>
support schools without financial aid from the state. For seme 
time there has been much complaint about the method of distri­
buting state funds according to school population* It was be­
lieved among other things that this method has a tendency to 
maintain schools In the wealthier districts at the expense of
those in the poorer one, since the former usually have the
3
larger school population.
The existence of this dissatisfaction and the decline in lo­
cal funds due to the coming of the depression led to the Bqual-
4 ■'
ization Flan of 1930. By this plan the state appropriation was
based on a minimum salary schedule of $60.00 per month for white 
teachers plus $10.00 per month for each year of professional train­
ing not to exceed five years. For each Negro teacher the basic 
salary was #45.00 with five dollars per month for each year of 
professional training* By this plan the counties were responsi­
ble for about #225.00 for each white teacher and #100.00 for each
.5 ,
Hegro teacher, the state being responsible for the rest. This
plan was only a temporary measure, but it was preferable to the
method of distribution accofding to school population. It was
abandoned in 1932 for. a plan which was supposed to equalize the
cost of education by distributing a special appropriation
TZ Ibid* "l93l" * ' ‘ 1 !
£♦ MSphis,op.cit.,p.4
3. Suavely, op.cit.f p.58
4. Suavely, op.cit., p.59
5. Ibid, p.59.
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of $500,000*00 to be raised to $1,000,000.00 in 1033, according
to the ability of the counties to support education and their
1
effort in this resard* In order that this plan might have a 
fair test when in active operation, a survey of the counties 
was made and. they were ranked according to the results obtained, 
Three factors were taken into consideration in this gradations, 
wealth per child of school age, rate of local taxation on the 
$100*00 worth of locally taxable property, and finally,'locally
z
raised school taxes* The counties were then ranked and put 
into three classes. The four wealthlest counties were to re­
ceive 32# per school child in average daily attendance, the 
twenty-one counties in the next class were to get 64$ for each 
child in average daily attendance, the rest of the counties
were put into the third class* They were to get $1 .28 for
3
each child in average daily attendance* Many faults have been
found with this method of distribution, but. thus far it is the
only attempt that has been made by the state to accept its
responsibility in the matter of equalizing the burden of edu- 
4
cation* It is true that this plan has not succeeded in either 
of the main objectives of state aid; the equalization of educat­
ional opportunities, and the equalizing of the costs of educat­
ion* In the first place, the percentage distributed was too low*
IT ilia, p.103. ‘
2. M 3 ,  p.103.
3. fSIa. p.1 0 3 .
4. An equalization funa of $500,000.00 was endorsed by the 
Sducation Association In 1925. Resolutions. 1925— Va. Journal 
O f  Sd.. 1926.
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1933-1934 only 13*8^ was distributed according to ability and
effort while 88*4$ was distributed according to the school 
1
population* Also* the method or ranking counties did not take 
into consideration the varying abilities of these counties to
a
support education.* Uor was there recognition of the fact that
tax rates differ in the counties and that the assessed valuation
of the property in the counties varies from 9.9% to 64*1$ of the
3
true,valuation* Even though the rank also depended upon the
amount of tax collected, this fact did not help much in equal12- 
4
Ing costs* Th&re is also another appropriation of #536,000.00
to be distributed among counties for elementary schools accord-
5
ing to the average daily attendance.
It has been estimated that If.the state Is really to 
equalize educational costs and opportunities and at the same 
time provide for special educational features, that there must
be an increase of et least #3,000,000.00 In the annual appro-
6
priation. !"any plans have bben made for tax revision and also
a revision of the assessed valuation of property; for only
by increased tax rates and by a truer valuation of property
and by an economical merging of departmental units in our state
9
government can this amount be raised for appropriation* But
the.state has not yet sufficiently recovered from the depression
Tl Snaveiy. op* clt *» p*Ida  ' 1 "
2. Ibid, p*102 
3* T b M t p.86
4* Ibid, p.101
5. Ibid, p.103
6* SuperIntendent*s Report, 1904, p. 6 
?* Snavely, op ♦ cit*T pp» 83-85 *
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to assume any such responsibllites for the present; however*
It plans to solve the foregoing problems and to give this
1
necessary aid as soon as possible* Another example of the
growing assumption of state control over education Is that the
Assembly in 1932 discussed in lthe face of stiff opposition
the right to divert to school purposes funds originally
designed for roads* 7ftIs was at the worst of the depression
2
and the schools were in greatest- need of funds* The Assembly
also appropriated #50*000*00 for the purnose of meeting any
3
emergency needs*
In spite of the fact that Virginia spends a large sum of
money for educational purposes* according to statistics* she
ranks tenth among the Southern States In regard to wealth and
forty-fifth among the forty-eight is educational progress*
Is regard to current income she ranks sixth among the eleven
4
Southern States and thirty—sixth among the forty-eight*
It is not fair go compare Virginia*a educational system
with that of wealthy Northern States* where there Is no race
question to the extent of having to support two separate school
systems* Besides* Virginia ranks as one of twelve states hav-
5
ing least ability to support education* Educational systems
in the North were well started before the War Between the
States* Northern Institutions were not interrupted by the War*
Tr^BesoiuiTowsT o^ '"~:rtHe"~tfa*ur'MucaiiQn"'v:S ® b 0ia¥ io n r*nT 9 5 0 r"^ S *
2. Cf* ante* p 
3* Suavely, op«clt», p*78 
4* OtSftea* op*eit*, p.333
5. Horton, op*cit*, p. 9*
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for there were no battles fought north of Gettysburg, Wi lie 
Virginia was the main theatre of the conflict. Also, in the 
North there was no orgy of Reconstruction with usurpation of 
government and other state institutions to hinder recovery 
and progress as there was in Virginia. While of course, there 
were class distinctions in the North as well as in the South, 
these have not reacted so unfavorably upon the public schools 
there, and they have in Virginia. Whether class distinction 
is right or wrong is here not a subject for discussion, but 
the fact remains that class distinction in Virginia has been 
one of the conditions which has hindered the progress of free 
education. But what is of even greater importance in the study 
of Virginia’s educational system is the fact that this system 
was completed in 1906 with the addition of the secondary schools, 
thirty-six years from the time of its beginning in 1870, after 
the people had practically recovered from the effects of the 
War Between the States, and after, under a new social order, 
they had become sufficiently democratic in sentiment to appreci­
ate the importance of public education.
Though the subject of this thesis does not seek to discuss. 
the educational systems of other states, yet It is Important 
to note that other states are doing only what Virginia has been 
attempting to do since 1930, to equalize the costs of education 
,and to base her educational system upon the major functions of 
social life.
It was not until 1920 that every state in the Onion began
110
to make appropriations to aid at least one of the sixty-one
1
recognized educational projects* In 1925 ?*innesota was making
2
appropriations for twenty-one while Kentucky was aiding one. 
Prior to 1920 only six states had distributed their funds so 
as to attempt to equalize the cost of education. By 1925
nineteen others had adopted this plan, and since that time all
\
but four states have attempted to equalize all or a part of
’ 3
the financial burden of education. A comparison with other 
states shows that ITirginis la very injudicious in the dis­
tribution of her educational funds. Indeed, In some Instances 
no account whatever is being kept of such expenditures.
though at present she spends more than certain other states
4
for education (about 40$ of the general fund) she has not yet 
succeeded In equalizing either educational opportunities or 
educational costs, while other states have succeeded in
5
accomplishing both results and with far less financial aid.
fudging by what Virginia has done in the last twenty
years we have reason to hope that in spite of the race question
she will soon have an educational system adequate to meet her
needs. fhe increase inthe cost of education from ^1,942,521*00
6
in 1900 to $24,978,801*50 in 1935, the increase in the amount
spent by the state from $1,015,558*00 in 1900 to #7,555,387*76
In 1935 for cost of Instruction only and wi,th a total amount
F “ "‘"Sna'velyop. clt pT 107 ‘ '
3* Ibid, p.107*
3. Ibid, p*107 
4* Ibid» p.144
5. Suavely, op.cit*, p. 107
6. 3upt*g Report, 1900, p*67; Comptroller^ Report„ 1935.
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1
spent by the state for education amounting to #?,625,149 *403.64
the rapid extension of state control over educational functions
since 1918* all indicate at present that the trend is toward
2
a state centered responsibility and administration. Under such
circumstances a rapid improvement in the system is assured*
On:the other hand, those most pessimistic over the lack of
state control have noted with dismay that while state funds
are increasing they are not increasing in proportion to local
funds and that the percentage of state aid is rapidly decreasing,
la 1910 the state paid 50JS of the cost* It now pays only a
3
little over 41 vl.
It is also true that suitable provisions have not been
made for He ro secondary education; the poor facilities she
has thus far provided for it has been and still remain im~ Y
5
portant factors in keeping her educational rating so low.
In spite of all that can be said in favor of state aid 
for education there are some who believe that too much would 
be detrimental , since this would have a tendency to make 
counties depend too little upon themselves and too much on the 
central authority. For, In proportion as the state has in­
creased its financial support, sane districts have already
x: iron pTsf; 1 -
2* snavely, &p.cit., p.43*
3. 0*Shea, op.cit., p.300, 338.
4. Ibid, pp.32,33.
5. Publid Education Beport, 1927, p,56. According to the 
Ayers method of rating educational facilities, in 1930 Va* 
was forty-third among the forty-eight states of the 
District of Columbia, Only six Southern states being lower.
decreased-their levies to the extent that in 1934 there were
thirtten counties in which the-local funds amounted to less
1
than 10$ of the amount spent for local education# However, 
in view of what has been said, this condition may have been 
due to the fact that these counties were unable to pay more 
on account of the depression, since without doubt this' ca­
tastrophe was felt more in some sections than in others#
Yet notwithstanding all that has been said on this
•4
subject, Virginia still (1937) ranks too low in the financings 
of her schools, secondary as well as primary and intermediate# 
And what makes a bad matter worse is the fact that even in 
comparison with other states of her class Virginia is not 
doing her best In raising money needed to provide adequate 
and eff eient schools for her children# In the matter of per 
pupil cost for current expenses, she actually ranks relatively 
lower now than she did twenty years ago. In 1918 her payment 
per pupil enrolled was #15.00 while the average throughout the 
nation at the same time was M0.91# At nresent Virginia is 
paying #£9.88 per pupil enrolled, whle throughout the nation 
the average Is §62*51, Hie value of property per pupil en~ • 
rolled is 3250.00 for the nation and #114.00 for Virginia.
The nation as a whole spends 36$ of its tax income upon the 
public schools, whereas Virginia appropriates only £1.4$. fhe 
average national salary for teachers Is #1827.00, while in 
Virginia it is #779.00. Of course, this financial inadequacy 
XT 'stauffner,'"' op.cit. T p.4'" " ~ ~
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must necessarily impair efficiency in the operation of her
schools* Indeed, even if Ifirginia were to spend as much per
pupil enrolled as does the average state, her school budget
1
could e a s i l y  be increased by about §18,000,000*00, and just 
to this extent would the efficiency of her school system rise 
to a proper height*
In conclusion, it should be noted that free education, 
which had its beginning in the Colonial period for orphans and 
poor children only, has now become one of the principal state 
functions, that state support of secondary education has in­
creased in spite of stong opposition, that this opposition 
has been largely overcome, and that our entire educational 
system is making rapid progress.
XT Bull etl'n number X ,Public Bel at Ions ' Uorsmj ttee, if irgl
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